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Sam Boyte was chosen last w~k to be the Editor-ln-Chief of the 
William and 'lary Law Review. Boyte has assumed his duties, 
ucc~ding Bryan Rosenberger, and is presently engaged in selecting 
an editorial board. 
NEWSLElTER OF THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION 
AMICUS ~f~ CURIAE 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law College of William & Mary 
Vol. IV, No. 10 Williamsburg, Virginia Tuesday. April 9, 1974 
Legislat re Final y Gives 
Approval to P actice Ac 
By George Campbell 
The surprise passage by the 
General Assembly of an 
enabling act which would allow 
the Supreme Court to provide for 
a third year student practice 
Rule of Court moves this form of 
clinical education closer to 
reality than it has been since the 
idea was first considered to be a 
serious proposal. Although the 
would afford a third year student 
the opportunity to be exposed to 
a .. ide spectrum of I gai 
problems. The rule would allow 
a qualifying student to represent 
a client in civil cases, criminal 
misdemeanors , and felonies 
with some limitations. 
"Boyte Named to Head Review 
statute passed by the legislature 
prescribes July of 1975 as the 
earliest point in time when the 
Court could provide for student 
practice , most of those 
questioned by the Amicus who 
have studied the evolution of the 
concept of student practice in 
Virginia feel that a limited form 
of student representation of 
clients in litigation will now 
become a reality. 
Third year student Randy 
Eley, who became an advocate 
for some form of student 
practice at the end of his first 
year and began working for its 
implementation at that time, 
relayed the developments which 
took place over the past two 
years leading to the action taken 
by the General Assembly.In the 
fall of 1972, a committee of law 
students from the law schools 
within the state was formed to 
draft a proposed Student 
Practice Rule of Court and to 
lobby for its adoption. 
There are some prerequisites 
which a student must satisfy in 
order to be able to appear in 
court proceedings: The 
individual must 1) Be enrolled at 
an accredited law school 2) Be in 
good academic standing 3) Must 
have completed satisfactorily 
four semesters of legal study 4) 
Be certified by the Dean of the 
school as being of good 
character and competent ability 
5) Must have completed 
satisfactorily a course in 
criminal law , professional 
ethics, evidence, and procedure 
(the wording of the rule does not 
clarify the type of procedure 
which is required ) 6 ) Be 
supervised by an attorney 
adm1tted to pracUce before the 
court in which the student is 
appearing. The sponsoring 
attorney must have been a 
member of the Virgini Bar for 
five years and must a sume uil 
responsibility for the student. 
Second-year s tudent Sam 
Boyte has been named Editor-
In-Chief of the William and Mary 
Law Review for 1974-75. Boyte, 
ho succeeds Bryan 
Ro enberger , assumed his 
duties last week prior to the 
Review's pring banquet. The 
first task of the new Editor was 
the election of his executive 
editors and editorial staff. 
Bob Johnston has been named 
Executive Editor on the student 
side with Milu> Rorru;.lc.y to ~rve 
as Executive Editor of 
professional material . Maggie 
Potts has been selected to be 
Articles Editor, and Rob 
Fitzgera ld to bE' Solicitat:')n 
Editor , bot.h working under 
Boraskv . Carl Harder and Max 
Dale 'will be Notes and 
Comm en ts Editors , servmg 
under Johnston. 
Kevin Barry is the new 
Managing Editor of the Review, 
with Jim Metcalfp to be 
Associate Editor under Barry. 
Wayne ~ is the new Research 
Editor with Jerry Bowman 
Associate Editor under him. 
Scott Richie and Susan Knapp 
will serve as Operations Editors . 
Other as yet unnamed positions 
remain to be filled. 
Boyte, a native of Winston-
Salem, N.C. , wants the Review 
board to participate in deciding 
the merit and substance of 
several changes which he plans 
to submit for its consideration . 
The new Editor notes that the 
proposed changes go toward 
increasing 'a sense of 
participation' among both the 
second- and third-year staff 
members , the problems of the 
two classes being distinct from 
one another. 
The Rp"";pw'", s.pri ng 
candidate program, which has 
come under substantial 
criticism this year, 'is the big 
unresolved issue for the Board to 
decide.' Boyte is 'sensitive' tn 
the problems created by th 
spring program. and does not 
'think it's going to exist in the 
way it does now .' 
Addressing the problem of 
making optimum use of non-
board Review members, Boyte 
tates : 'People not on the board 
do have a policy-making role, 
and also have an important 
funct ion in production of the 
Review.' A number of Boyte's 
ideas concern attempts at 
improving communication 
between the board and non-
board members. 
Recognizing the Review 's 
Fund Drive Begins 
Bv Bill 'liller 
The seco~d annual fund drive 
to be conducted by the third year 
clas was begun April 4 with a 
meeting of the organizing 
committee and a cocktail party 
for the class sponsored by the 
Law School Alumni Association . 
ThE' drive. which has a goal of 
lO.OUCIOO. i being conducted to 
raise funds pledged to the law 
school to be used towa!'d solving 
some of the critical problem 
that e. i t at !'v1a rsh all-Wythe. 
The student s who have 
organized the drive are being 
a_ isted by the college Office of 
Development and the Alumni 
As oClation . At last week's 
initial meeting Wayne O·Bryan . 
President of the Alumni 
Association . told students of the 
a tivitie of the Association in 
the pa t year in such areas as 
the Annual Fund Drive . 
financial assistance to student 
organizati ons, and intensive 
lobbying efforts in Richmond to 
insure that at least planning 
funds for the new law school 
building were included by the 
General Assembly in the current 
state budget. 
Announcement of the fund 
drive has been favorably 
received by a majority of the 
class membership . Reasons 
expressed for this positive 
reaction include the feeling that, 
whether or not all of the 
expectations felt as a first year 
tudent had been fulfilled, the 
graduating student will soon be 
enjoying the opportunity to 
practice law as a result of the 
past three years , as well as the 
realization that the tuition paid 
does not come close to covering 
the actual cost of a professional 
education. Possibly the most 
widely expressed reason is the 
fact that the opportunity now 
See Fund Drive, p. 6 
image as excessively elitist, 
Boyte notes that the publication 
has the problem of appearing 
elitist due to existing 
circumstances, ' and 
personalities tend to aggravate 
the problem. An effort needs to 
be made by the Review to 
alleviate the problem as much 
as possible , arrd it can be 
alleviated to a t.:ertain extent. 
Boyte graduated from 
Davidson College in North 
Carolin .. . He and his. wifp I.inda 
have no children, but do have 
two horses and other pets to keep 
them occupied . 
The proposed third year 
practice rule which , if adopted 
as is by the Supreme Court, 
Stude. Act-· ·ty Fe 
Approved By Board Although the legislative history surrounding the enabling act rais s questions as to the 
inten t oC the legislature to 
require a sponsoring attorney 
to b present at all times with 
the student, the proposed rule 
would seemingly allow the 
student to appear alone in court 
in ci i1 matters and in criminal 
By Debbie Prilliman 
The new law student activities 
fee of $8 per year proposed by 
SBA President Jim Murray was 
accepted by the Board of 
Visitors on March 27th. The $15 
SBA dues fee will be abolished 
next year and the College will 
include 4 of the activities rein 
the bill for each semester's 
tuition . 
The Board of Student Affairs 
Finance Committee 
recommended an $8 fee rather 
than Murray 's suggested 
minimum of $7 because the 
College budget is projected for 
the biennium. thus the fee 
instituted next year should 
remain fixed for 2 years. Also 
the College's computer can only 
compute fees in full dollars per 
semester, requiring an even 
dollar fee . 
Murray stated that the $8 fee is 
"far more realistic" since it will 
just balance the SBA's non-
social budget if maintained at 
the current level of expenditure 
next year . A fee of $7 paid by all 
law students would have left no 
leeway for expan ion of student 
activities s ince the dues 
formerly collected were almost 
twice as high and paid by 65 
percent of the students. 
Murray feels that the new 
activities fee will be a much 
fairer way to fund many 
services which benefit all 
students at Marshall-Wythe such 
a the Moot Court program and 
the Amicus Curiae. In addition 
he predicts enhanced respect for 
the SBA since all students can 
now have a voice in SBA budget 
expenditures. 
The new fee will have no effect 
on the regular $18 student 
c ivities fee included in tuition 
for College-wide activities. The 
Student Bar Association and 
the Colonia l Lawyer are funded 
in part through a percentage of 
this fee determined by the BSA 
Fina nce Committee. 
misdemeanors. _ 
The Supreme Court of Virginia 
must still enunciate a Rule of 
Court providing for student 
practice but, as stipulated by the 
enabling act, any rule can not go 
See Practice Act, p. 9. 
Participants in the Phi Delta Phi Washington trip visited with Chief 
Justice Warren Burger during their two-day tour. Other stops in-
cluded the Court of Claims, Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Capitol. 
--
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Editorials 
Big Shoes to Fill 
Students will elect a new SBA president this week; 
considering the number of candiates vying for the position, 
the office has gained increased respectability. We hope that 
the ultimate victor can serve the law school as well as this 
year's president, Jim Murray , has done. 
A year in office is a short time, and many students have 
doubted the effectiveness of the Student Bar Association . Jim 
Murray however, has put his one year to maximum use . 
Beginning in September, a law student activites fee will be 
instituted, thereby assuring the SBA of the funds it needs to 
operate. The St. George Tucker Society has been founded to 
fill the void created by the absence of an Order of the Coif 
chapter at Marshall-Wythe. 
Murray helped lead the lobbying campaign to obtain 
planning funds for the new law school. The SBA constitution 
has been revised to enable the organization to operate more 
effectively as the law school grows. Alumni relations have 
been greatly improved through the work of Murray and Bill 
Miller, as law students improved their fund drive, worked 
with alumni for planning funds, and sponsored successful 
student-alumni social events. Murray alone acquired parking 
spaces at the Baptist church. 
The SBA persuaded the administration to change the 
calendar so that third-year students could take the February 
bar exam . Murray's efforts resulted in a significant increase 
in the return of law students' monies from the geneeral 
student activities fee. The SBA for the first time is par-
ticipating on the Student Liaison Committee of the Board of 
Visitors. Alloscation of the Alumni Fund has been revised , 
increasing the funds available for student loans. Student 
events have been better coordinated through the use of a 
student events calendar. 
Jim Murray has shown that the SBA can be an effective 
organization. \Ve hope that his successor will spend the time 
and meet with the success that Jim has. 
End Spring Program 
The recent outpouring of student dialogue regarding the 
high percentage of Law Review candidates deemed to be 
unacceptable in the eyes of the Review necessitates some 
comment as to the validity of the spring candidate program. 
Given the potential effect of failing to make the Review on a 
first-year student midway through his or her first year in law 
school , the spring candida te program should be abolished. 
One can not help but feel empathy for a fellow student 
who invests the three weeks of time in laboring under 
rigorous circumstances and then is turned away with nothing 
to show for his or her efforts. But it is not the fact that one-
third of the candidates in the Review program failed that 
should raise the question of the legitimacy of a spring can-
didate program. If the Review has opened up staff mem-
bership to a broader segment of the student body , it would 
seem that a larger number of individuals competing for the 
same number of slots would produce a greater number of 
students who would not be offered a staff position. 
The fault with a spring candidate program lies essentially 
with what it could do to the students who are deemed unac-
ceptable for Review work. The student is invited to par-
ticipate in the program because of his high level of academic 
excellence yet it is his academic achievement which could 
suffer from an incalculable investment of time and energy 
during a time when the student must continue to meet the 
demands of his legal study. Essentially , the student is asked 
to gamble . If he loses , he may lose more than the opportunity 
to become a Review member; he may irreparably damage 
his high level of academic attainment which, even without 
membership on the Revie~, would still prove to be a valauble 
asset when competing in the job market. The student might 
also be subjected to a feeling of self-doubt and inner-analysis 
which could jeopardize fut.ure law school performance. As a 
candidate is not appraised of his performance during the 
tenure of his candidacy and thereby not afforded an op-
portunity to revaluate his chances for success , it is an all-or-
nothing wager, and a gamble which a first year student 
should not be asked to make. 
The Amicus welcomes reader response to its editorial comment. 
VOTE 
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LettE~rs to The Editor 
Review Criticized 
To the Editor: 
We, along .. with many other 
members of the first-year class 
were surprised and displeased to 
discover that five of the 16 
remaining candidates for the 
Law Review were not selected 
for next year's staff. We had 
assumed, and this assumption 
was supported by remarks 
made, however inadvertently. 
by both upperclass students and 
Law Review staff members, that 
most of the candidates would be 
selected for the staff unless they 
lacked interest or their papers 
were clearly unacceptable . We 
agree that the decision of the 
Law Review staff as to the 
suitableness of candidates is and 
must be discretionary; however , 
to many the decision seemed a 
purely arbitrary one. 
We had all seen the 16 
candidates work day in and day 
out for four long weeks, spending 
hours in the library and often not 
even taking time out to eat, and 
we thought it unfair that after 
those long hours of work five 
candidates were rewarded by a 
rejection from the staff. And 
while high grades do not raise 
the presumotion tha t a 
candidate is automatncally 
capable of writing an acceptable 
Law Review article , they do 
raise the presumption that those 
who receive them are capable of 
writing competently and 
coherently . We felt that the 
candidates were being penalized 
for their lack of legal writing 
ability after only six months in 
law school. 
Rumors abounded, and while 
we could accept the fact that one 
candidate was said to have 
turned in completely 
unacceptable paper, we could 
not understand ho'." one 
candidate whose group leader 
had fought for his selection 
could have turned in a paper that 
was clearly unsuitable as judged 
by Law Review standards. In an 
effort to determine the truth , we 
attended a meeting held by 
Bryan Rosenberger and the Law 
Review staff to explain the 
selection procedure. 
Rosenberger stated that there 
is no assurance that a candidate 
will be selected for the Law 
Review staff; rather. it seems , 
there is a presumption that 
many of the candidates will not 
be selected. The number of new 
staff members chosen each year 
is approximately 25, as that is 
the number the law review office 
will comfortably accommodate . 
Rosenberger hopes to invite 25-
30 first-year students to 
participate in the summer 
program , those candidates to be 
chosen on the basis of their 
writing ability. As only 
approximately 14 spaces will be 
available on the staff, again one-
third of the candidates will not 
be selected. 
See Review Cuts, p. 8 
Dialogue Enjoyed 
To the Editor : 
I wish to thank the Student Bar 
Association for the time. effort 
and genuine grit required to 
produce the Von Hoffman-
Kilpatrick Dialogue on March 
11. For me it was the second 
most stimulating evening I have 
spent in Williamsburg since 
arriving in September. and at so 
cheap a price ! My only regret is 
that we cannot be treated to 
occasions like this once a month 
rather than once a year. 
Wishfully. 
Irma Lang 
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Coffee Ba r Idea 
To ettie Bailes and the Unsung 
Heroines of the Coffee Bar : 
Your letter in the last issue of 
the Amicus relating to the 
tribulations of the managers of 
the Coffee Bar touched me so 
tha t I pondered the problem , and 
now offer the following serious 
suggestion to cure the condition 
you so vividly described . 
Human nature being what it is . 
mere improvement - even to 
perfection - of the present 
service will never stop the 
complaints and free-loaders. 
What is needed is the surgical 
approach . I would discontinue 
entirely, abruptly . and forever 
the present system and prevail 
upon the College of William and 
Mary to provide the Law School 
with an assortment of vending 
machines which. on a cash and 
carry basis, dispense coffee in 
all shades and strengths, milk , 
sandwiches , desserts and even 
fresh fruit. 
Our students would be better 
nourished with no strain on 
tempers , too. This solution has 
been adopted at other law 
schools with instantaneous 
success. Irma Lang 
Bar Exam 
To the Editor : 
The administra tion of the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law is 
contemplating another bold tep 
backward in ad\'a ncing its 
graduates to an equal 
bargaining position in the job 
market. 
In re Don e to questions posed 
to Mr. Sullivan in regard to the 
taking of the February bar exam 
by students graduating in May. 
he conveyed quite clearly and 
emphatically that he was 
opposed to the early exam 
taking and would seek faculty 
support in an effort to construct 
a final examination schedule 
which would prevent third-year 
students from taking the 
February bar . 
This would be simplv 
accomplished by scheduI1n-g 
exams outside the three months 
limitation imposed by the 
irginia statute. Mr. Sullivan 
emphasized that law school 
should be three years and that 
bar exam should follow formal 
education. 
This attitude is as short-
sighted as is the administration 
view of student maturity. Not 
only will such an attitude result 
in expressly contradicting stated 
legislative intent and policy. but 
See Exam Change. p. 9 
Expansion Hit 
To the Editor : 
Ms. Master 's letter to the 
community in the last issue of 
the Amicus mayor may not have 
influenced many of the male 
members of the student body but 
I feel it touches upon a problem 
which has unfortunately 
affected all of us. \\'hile women 
may indeed have greater 
difficulty finding sui ta ble 
employment than their male 
counterparts. the inescapable 
fact remains that many male 
students are also facing' a tight 
and increasingly restricted job 
market. A large number of the 
third-year class has not yet 
found their niche. Many that 
have accepted offers are settling 
for second or third choices or 
cities they would never ha \"e 
considered except for sheer 
See Expansion Hit . p. 3 
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Faculty Commentary 
LibellVightParody 
By Thomas H. Jolls 
Follo'Wing the second excellent and well-received 
production of Libel Night, someone might suggest 
that the faculty offset these libels by itself putting 
on a show depicting the foibles of students. 
.-\tractive as this idea might seem, it has at least 
three drawbacks: 
1. The faculty, with a potential 0 2(1 possible 
thespians, would be attemptin to stand off a tudent 
production based on a vast reservoir of talent (450 
candidates). This is not fair. 
2. Some of us, at least, lack the youthful energy 
required by interminable rehearsals at late hours, 
while maintaining high standards in the daytime for 
the job we are paid to do. Our motto for the latter is 
"Semper Paratus" or perhaps better, "'Practically 
Semper Paratus. " 
3. The March 21 show ran a good three hour in 
order to aim at approximately 20 targets . If we 
were to follow a fairness standard and deal with 
student eccentricity by taking into account the 
lU1ique character of each al1d everyone, the time 
span of Eugene O'Neill's longest play might seem 
merely fractional by comparison. 
As a weak substitute for all this hard work , I 
would like to submit my own personal list of student 
eccentricities. To see oneself as another sees him 
tin reality or in exaggeration) can be of benefit . 
Hopefully, the items recotmted herein will be either 
mildly useful or mildly entertaining. Students who 
have been in my classes will have already heard 
some of these, so are privileged to yawn through 
them, just as they did the first time. 
Cutting Expenses 
Students are generally poor ( financially 
speaking). I was a poor <financially) law student in 
1930-33 and vividly remember how it was. However 
I find it very odd that a law student will refrain from 
noting or underlining in his casebook the several 
issues I have commented upon in class (in contrast 
with the single issue he was able to unearth for 
recitation purposes). Note: There hould be at least 
one issue in every case. The problem is, 1 am told, 
that the used casebook will sell for $2.50 more if 
lU1sullied by notes. 
The fact is that my exam Will contain the issues I 
think important, and I will not have consulted 
Gilbert. Our scholar will apply the $2.50 saved by 
ignoring the issues I favor , toward the purchase of 
Gilbert. He now has four frames of reference to 
worry about: (1) What I think should be on the 
exam; (2) Wha t Gilbert thinks should be on the 
exam' (3) What his Bar Course thinks should be on 
the b~r exam; and finally (4) How he will practice 
law in this subject, which has only coincidental 
relevance to the first three. Lots of luck. 
Pursuing the economic question (saving $2.50) it 
seems minimal if we consider that our scholar's 
time while in law school could have been worth, if 
earning, $10,000 per year, or $30,000, plus sub-
sistence of $10,000, or a total cost of $40,000 for the 
legal education. If he marks up every book, at $2.50 
per, but achieves a B because he knows wha tissues 
his instructor likes, he might have a bargain. 
Equally eccentric is the weighing of book cost 
( 10 vs. $25) in choosing courses, with a cost 
background of $40,000. Sur.e, you don't know' 
exactly what training you 'Will need for a job you 
haven't been offered. But the remoteness to your 
future of that seminar in "Torts in Tasmania 
Following the Industrial Revolution" should out-
weigh the fact that the book is only $3. The book is so 
small because most of the applicable law has been 
preserved by word of mouth from one aborigine to 
another through the years and you spend three 
hours a week listening to recordings of these ut-
terances , which your instructor plays on a wind-up 
Victrola. He likes the course because it rests his 
mind, though his arm gets tired. 
Taking Examinations 
Some students look at an exam as an adversary 
proceeding between a teacher setting traps and a 
student trying to outwit the teacher. This gives rise 
to the occasional strange phenomenon in which the 
student is impelled to try to destroy the question 
rather than answering it. Rather, his frame of mind 
should be " I am engaged in a selling operation; this 
three hours is the opportunity to convice Mr. X that 
(1) I know the course as reflected in these questions 
(not some other ones he didn ' t ask ), and (2) I can 
analyze problems in a lawyer-like manner." 
A few students exhibit " non-salesmanship" to a. 
marked degree. The true salesman tries to smooth 
the prospect's path- not by cajolery but by making 
it easy for him to say "yes.'; The salesman will 
avoid , at all costs, unncessary irritants, and shows 
that he considers his own time, and his prospect's 
time, to be important. The lawyer works with the 
art of persuasion all his life - with the wrong-
headed client, with the stubborn adversary 
resisting a settlement, and with the irascible judge. 
The time to start perfecting this art is right now, 
unless you have already made it to King or Sheik. 
Here are some things that the student non-
salesman will do. He will use bluebooks of the 
cheapest kind, with yellow-white newsprint type 
paper, and 'WTite on it lightly with a pencil or with 
semi-invisible ink which he made with his 
chemistry set when he was eleven. It .takes me 
twice the normal time to read this. So do I take off 
points for inconsiderate presentation? Of course 
not, but I have to struggle to remain objective. The 
salesman would avoid putting me to the test by 
making his !X'esentation just as neat and legible as 
the limits of his handwriting skill permit. He is not 
satisfied to just have me remain objective - he 
wants me to be on his side. So, try buying a 19 cent 
ball point pen , in a vivid color, and a bluebook with 
white paper. Throw economy to the winds, as 
suggested above , and write only on one side of the 
paper. 
The truism "Communicatioo is our greatest 
problem" applies in every phase of law, business 
and government - and it is certainly true of law 
examinations. Just how much of what you know 
should be regurgitated at your instructor? He has 
fashioned a question with a number of issues in it-
some fairly obvious and some more or less latent. 
He hopes you will find and evaluate them all - and 
perhaps another one he failed to see himself. Do not 
become too expansive - if you write on issues 
which are not there (j ust because you know 
something about the latter) you will suffer. Your' 
exposition will register an im!X'ession ranging all 
the way from (A) a man stumbling around in a 
swamp at midnight looking for a shoe he lost, to (8 ) 
a man starting at the George Wythe house on 
Palace Green and walking to the front door of the 
Law School by the most dire<.:t route, explaining on 
the way just why he did or did not take this or that 
turn of the road. The answer which reveals that it is 
planless but still achieves a reasonable solution is 
OK, but it isn ' t a big winner. And , being planless, it 
takes twice as long to write as well as to read - as a 
sales campaign it is building resistance rather than 
acceptance, If you have to start writing to get your 
thinking machine going, and you do get it going to 
the point where you see the right solution ahead, 
you might gain by scratching out what you have 
written and redefining a clear and direct path. 
A few students write too little. "The statute of 
frauds applies. The end." will not get much credit. 
Professor Thomas H. Jolls, with tongue slightly in 
cheek, makes some cogent observations in this 
week's Faculty Commentary. 
When I was a yOlU1g man, anyone over 50 who 
talked or wrote too much was referred to as an "old 
windbag." (l know - I am almost through,) Never 
was anyone called a " young windbag." I would 
have to say that today somehow the infection has 
reached the YOlU1ger generation - windbaggery 
has become rampant among them. Perhaps they 
have spent too much time in the social sciences. 
I was kidded the other evening about dealing in 
aphorisms and I make no apology for so doing - in 
fact I will end with a quote from Mark Twain which 
is relevant to examinations and all legal writing and 
speaking. Mark despised lawyers, but as a top-
flight lawyer does, he knew the function of words. 
He said "The difference between the right word and 
the almost-right word is the difference between the 
lightning and the lightning bug." 
A great numher of students have the fault of writing 
too much. Some are like the late-staying guest who 
finally gets up but clutches the doorknob in a vise-
like grip for another half hour - seemingly he can 
think of no words of disengagement, such as "Good 
night." This can be a dangerolE practice, because 
the more you write the greater the likelihood of 
contradiction. I have seen answers where I have 
been satisfied that the first two paragraphs 
adequately covered what I was asking for. Six 
pages later, the author has arrived at a proposition 
which negates paragraph one - he has changed 
direction, and is now dead wrong. Anyone in-
terested in examination techniques should read a 
light-hearted article "Thirteen Rules for Taking 
Law Examinations" 24 Journal of Legal Education 
76 (1971). 
Professor Thomas H. Jolls, a member of the 
Marshall-Wythe faculty for six years, is presently 
instructing Commercial Law and Secured Tran-
sactions. 
Planned M-W Expansion Hit 
Continued from p. 2 
shared by members of the top as 
well as the bottom of the class. 
According to U.S. Dept. of 
Labor projections, about 14,500 
legal jobs are expected to open 
each year lU1til 1980. Law School 
enrollment is now at 106,000 with 
37,000 first year seats in the 151 
law schools approved by the 
ABA. Even assuming some law 
students will not practice law, 
supply is exceeding demand by 
over two to one. With new law 
schools opening throughout the 
cOlU1try the situation can only 
get worse. . 
The reader may draw his own 
conclusions as to the disastrous 
effect of this imbalance upon 
starting salaries, lifetime 
earnings, and the necessity of 
attending a " prestige " law 
school. One point is obvious: 
William and Mary does not need 
to spend 4.8 million dollars (plus 
cost over-runs, additional 
administrative expenditures, 
etc., etc.) for a new building 
which will increase the size of 
the law school to 600 through the 
admission of 50 more students 
each year. No one will dispute 
that M-W has outgrown its 
present building, but the $218,000 
which it appears the General 
Assembly has reluctantly 
agreed to spend for "planning 
purposes" could be better put to 
other uses. If necessary 
enrollment should be cut and 
any flU1ds which the General 
Assembly may be willing to 
grant used toward faculty 
expansion and improvement of 
the existing facilities and 
programs. Accommodating 
increased admission applicants 
should not be allowed to take 
precedence over the fact that 
those same people as graduates 
will not be able to find 
employment. Quality not 
quantity should be the byword. 
M-W will undoubtedly benefit 
from the Center for State Courts 
being built in Williamsburg, but 
Williamsburg is a small to\\-'Il 
'1 '.I. =_ ..J __ 1...!_~ .... ... 4- \.. .... ,..+ ... f "hat 
4.8 million dollars of additional 
benefits will accrue because the 
new law building will be next 
door to that facility. 
It is unfortunate that the SBA 
and the administration have 
attacked this issue on the self 
serving ground of "It's for us, so 
it must be good" instead of 
undertaking an objective 
analysis of the need for 
expanding facilities in the light 
of employment market realities . 
I am glad Mr. Murray's 
mandatory dues proposal , which 
borders on extortion, is not yet in 
effect. The 40 percent of the 
student body that chooses not to 
join the SBA obviously feels the 
SBA is doing something wrong. I 
would certainly hate to see any 
part of my money being used to 
finance campaigns as foolhardy 
and self-defeating as this . 
Craig E. Buck 
... 
.. 
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Heavy SBA 
Students will vote tomorrow, April 10, for a new Student Bar 
Association President. As the office hasaUracted six can-
didates, a runoff is expected, and students will then vote 
again Thursday. The filing deadline for offices other than 
President is 5 p .m. Wednesday. Remaining officers will be 
elected April 16. 
Nettie Bailes 
If one is sincerely concerned 
with the welfare of the 
organization and is acquainted 
with its operation, the decision to 
'rWl for the office of President of 
the SBA is not made without a 
great deal of thought. In my case 
it was an even more serious 
decision, in that it meant 
abandoning the idea of 
graduating in January. My 
decision was prompted by the 
fact that 1 am seriously 
concerned about the SBA, the 
student body, and the school , 
and feel that I could serve well 
as President of the SBA. Two 
years of active participation 
have given me the experience 
and knowledge of the internal 
operation of the organization 
which is essential to efficient 
leadership . 
Any organiza tion with a 
budget in the neighborhood of 
$8000, and with projects which 
could use twice that amoWlt , 
requires sound financial 
management. My year as 
treasurer has enabled me to 
develop a knowledge of, and 
good rela tionshi p with , the 
committee which provides 
approximately half of our 
funding the Finance 
Committee of the BSA, which 
allocates a portion of the 
activities fees to the SBA 
With proper leadership, the 
SBA could be instrumental in 
improving many facets of 
student life , such as increasing 
scholarships and improving 
. exam scheduling. Another 
project which is necessary is 
revision of the SBA Constitution, 
which was written for a much 
smaller organization and is 
woefully inadequate. I believe 
tha t I could provide the 
leadership necessary to carry 
out these projects and many 
more. 
To provide continuity to the 
organization, it is helpful if the 
officers are at Marshall-Wythe 
during the summer. This 
alleviates much of the 
September confusion. I will b 
here this summer. The hours 
taken in summer school will 
enable me to have more time in 
the winter to devote to SBA 
work. 
Should I be elected. the 
student body will be guaranteed 
of having a President with the 
requisite time, energy and 
experience to lead the SBA 
efficiently. 
Charlie Burr 
Many articulate comments 
can be made regarding the SBA 
Presidency. Few however are 
worth listening to or reading . 
This is because the office is ill-
defined. The President is 
required to respond to events 
and student concerns as they 
arise. If anything , the job is 
therebv more difficult. For these 
reaso~s and through my 
experience as Secretary. I 
believe that innovativeness and 
accessibility are essential 
qualities for the President. 
UrJike other types of student 
governments, the SBA must 
consider long term policies and 
deal with daily and short-term 
administration, as well . 
As President, I would seek. to 
increase the efficiency of 
everyday operations and try to 
Wldertake projects in a number 
of areas which I believe will be 
of substantial benefit if they can 
be made successful : 
1. New Building . Efforts 
should be Wldertaken to secure 
an allocation of construction 
funds from the General 
Assembly in next year's session . 
2. Placement. Study should be 
given to the idea of regional 
interviews whereby groups of 
students could meet individually 
with small and medium sized 
firms at specific time and places 
around the state. 
3. Community Relations . The 
VITA program demonstrates 
that Marshall-Wythe can 
provide services to the 
community. Other projects of 
service and experience deserve 
investigation. 
4. Communications . Internal 
publicity is the SBA's weakest 
area . This results from 
responsibility being too widely 
dispersed . One person should be 
specifically charged with getting 
all relevant items advertised . 
5. Faculty Relations. The 
momentum of improving 
student-faculty relations should 
be accelerated. Mixers should be 
continued and smaller mixers 
for groups of first-year students 
in the fall ought to be considered . 
Additionally, student 
memberships on Faculty 
Committees have not been 
utilized to their full crea ti ve 
potential. 
6. Finances. Mandatory fees 
place on the Board an additional 
degree of responsibility, even if 
only an ethical one. More careful 
planning is required , especially 
as to the Speakers Program. 
This is hardly all that can be 
done. Failure to elicit creative 
student proposals and criticism 
has been the SBA's greatest 
downfalling . Remedy of that 
would be my first priority as 
President. I solicit your votes 
and confidence. Thank you. 
Norman K. Marshall 
By way of introduction. I'm a 
second-year student and my 
activities around the law school 
in c lude committee 
chairmanships on the First 
Annual Conference on Law and 
Society (better known as the 
Pornography Conference ) and 
the recent Von Hoffman-
Kilpatrick debate. Additionally. 
I've been active in the M-W moot 
court program , including 
membership on a three-person 
team which represented M-W in 
the recently held M-W 
Invita tional moot court 
competition . 
My platform is varied and 
contains general and specific 
proposals . First , in response to 
the more comprehensive 
research exercises assigned to 
first-year "small" classes. the 
SBA should follow-up the 
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cursory Orientation Day 
introduction to the location and 
use of research materials in the 
library with more detailed 
instruction in this regard. 
If each "small" class were to 
receive an hour or two of 
personalized instruction on how 
to use the library we would take 
a long stride 'toward eliminating 
the present sink or swim" 
approach to legal research and 
also facilitate the more efficient 
use of an already overcrowded 
library. 
Second, the SBA must lobby 
vigorousl y, through the law 
school 's student representative 
on the College-wide Board of 
Student Affairs , to more 
forcefully bring home to the 
College that M-W deserves more 
than stepchild treatment on this 
campus. Specifically, the SBA 
deserves funding out of the 
general student activities fees in 
an amount per student equal to 
that received by the 
undergradua te Student 
Association. 
Third . Recent efforts , notably 
by the International Law Society 
and various ad hoc law student 
groups, have pointed out that 
there is a need and an avid 
interest at M-W to have speakers 
from professional backgroWlds 
address the law school on 
various timely topics. The SBA 
should actively encourage and , 
if possible, financially support 
such activities at M-W . 
Hopefully , such efforts will 
result in the formation of an on-
going Legal Forum group. 
Fourth . The number of M-W 
alumni is reaching sizeable 
proportions . This source of 
support for the continuing goals 
of the "old" law school and our 
aspirations for a "new" law 
school must be cultivated with 
increased vigor. 
Malcolm Parks 
As a candidate for the 
presidency of the SBA, I have a 
number of proposals which I 
would like to implement next 
year. Rather than dwelling on 
campaign rhetoric. I prefer to 
state my positions and ideas. 
1) The SBA should organize a 
committee which will construct 
a definite. flexible program at 
M-W which will ensure that law 
students are able to take full 
adyantage of t he Student 
Practice Act as soon as it goes 
into effect in 1975. The absence 
of a determined effort in this 
area will result in additional 
delay for Marshall-Wythe 
students' opportWlity to engage 
in a solid clinical program . 
Action here is imperative. 
2) The Multi-State Bar Exam 
has created a wide and 
sometimes visceral response by 
those who ha\'e taken it. It 
occurs to me that a formal study 
of general student feeling should 
be made and submitted to the 
Sta te Bar Association , with 
recommendations as to the 
desirability of the continuance of 
the Multi-State. M-W should 
urge similar action by the other 
three Virginia law schools. 
3) A particularly sore point at 
Marshall-Wythe is the class and 
exam schedule. I propose that a 
committee be convened to assist 
Dean Sullivan in the preparation 
of these schedules , thus 
providing some sort student 
opinion as to its acceptability . 
4) The President of the Student 
Bar Association appoints 
student representatives to 
faculty committees. While the 
student reps have no votes, their 
influence can be substantial . 
With an organized plan and 
concerted action , this important 
student input into faculty 
decisions can be maximized . M-
W is one of the few law schools 
with student representation on 
faculty committees, and we 
should use this asset by 
exploring new means of taking 
advantage of it . 
5) This year's SBA began to 
work on a summer job 
clearinghouse. The idea was not 
utilized to the extent that it could 
have been. I feel that with 
planning, and by learning from 
this past year's experience, the 
program can be turned into a 
very useful tool for Marshall-
Wythe . 
John P. Weber 
As a candidate for the office of 
President of the Student Bar 
Association , I welcome this 
opportunity to share with you 
my perception of the tasks 
facing the leadership in the 
coming year. 
A Uniform Grading Policy 
First among these thoughts is 
the concern that the graduate of 
Marshall-Wythe, in marketing 
his legal talents, stands in a 
position of comparative 
disadvantage. 
Faced with the policies of 
other institutions which p.eg 
median grades at an artificially 
high level and limit the release 
of class standing information, 
our graduate has the burden of 
affirmatively proving the 
disparity of the system. 
At a minimum, there exists 
the need to develop in concert 
with facul ty and administration 
a uniform grading policy. Such. a 
policy would go far toward 
reducing the level of student 
uncertain ty with regard to 
variations in the evaluation 
process. 
A Meaningful Graduation 
Second . it is my firm belief 
that the day of graduation from 
law school is an occa ion wor thy 
of celebration. 
To my mind, the mas 
conferral of degrees in an open 
courtyard lends little to the 
memory of that day. 
Wha t is required? othing les 
than a separate ceremony , the 
indi\-idual presenta tion of 
academic regalia and a diploma 
worthy of the nation 's oldest 
school of law. 
SBA Supervision of the Law 
Review 
Third. it is my conviction that 
each student organization must 
be responsive to the needs of the 
entire law school. 
A glance at the William and 
Mary Law Review reveals that 
while heavily funded. the 
program benefits but a se)f-
limited few. Of greater 
significance is the lack of 
meaningful student government 
supervision of the program. 
The exercise of control with 
....... ~ .... .. • 'II' • ,. 
regard to the financial support of 
the Law Review is. in m y 
opinion, a proper function fo the 
Student Bar Association and an 
essential first step in improving 
the responsiveness of the 
program . 
Policy and Direction 
These proposals are not 
intended to be exhaustive but 
rather to provide an indication of 
student government policy and 
direction. As candidates, we 
share the overriding desire to 
improve the standing of the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law. 
Gregory Welsh 
I see the basic role of the 
Student Bar Association as a 
service organiza tion. providing 
service to both the students and 
the school. The services 
provided to the students range 
from professional and social 
events to the publication of the 
Amicus to the funding of the 
various organization to the 
maintenance of the Coffee Bar 
and the Baptist Church parking 
lot. These are essential services 
which must be continued . 
improved and enlarged upon , 
especially in the area of 
providing information to the 
student body through the 
Amicus and bulletin board 
space . The SBA can also be 
useful in providing service to the 
school, as recently evidenced by 
the letter writing and lobbying 
effort by SBA officers in support 
of planning funds for a new 
building. This is the major area 
where I see possibilities for 
expanded involvement, with the 
SBA becoming a strong voice to 
the appropriate members of the 
State Legislature and the 
College Administration. and 
seeking to obtain increased 
fWlding through demonstration 
of the school's high quality of 
faculty and students. 
The position of SBA President 
I view as one of organizer and 
director. in the sense of 
organizing the various projects 
and services to be undertaken. 
then to follow up on these items 
by ascertaining whether those 
SBA Board members 
responsible have been 
performing their tasks 
faithfully. I envision an active 
SBA Board of Directors wherein 
all officers participate in the 
daily business of the BA , and 
likewise wherein all Board 
members have \·iable. 
important voices in determing 
the directions to be taken bv the 
SBA. . 
A to my own candidacy . I do 
not enter the race for President 
a a politician of any sort. but 
rather on the belief that I have 
demonstrated by my past 
im'olvement the qualities 
needed to be SBA President and 
y,i th the belief that I can 
perform the duties effectively 
and efficiently. I will not engage 
in a presumptuous listing of my 
involvement in school affairs. 
and I do not plan a "campaign " 
for the election. but rather would 
like to simply announce my 
candidacy and interest in the 
position ~f SBA President. and 
hope that those who are familiar 
with me and my record .... ill feel 
inclined to cast their vote for me. 
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Three Contest In VP Race 
:\Iiebael L. Geffen 
Orientation, as the function of 
the Vice-President of the Student 
Bar Association. is an activit v 
\\<ith which we usually concer~ 
ourselves once a yea r . Yet in a 
larger sense . both the Vice-
President and all officers of the 
SBA should have as a major goal 
a continuing "orientation " 
aimed at every law studen t 
enrolled at Marshall-Wythe. By 
this econd type of "orientation" 
I mean that all too many of u in 
law school find it easy to become 
submierged in classes, paper , 
and briefs - certainly all very 
important - yet by doing so we 
ignore the task of making the 
law school a better place to 
study and understand 
contemporary problems, both 
our own and those of others . 
I know many of you as friends. 
I would like to know more. ot 
because of votes but because we 
need to become "oriented" to 
one another to find out what's 
really important about our 
mutual exper ience here. When 
the books are shelved we need to 
feel that there was more to our 
time at Marshall-Wythe than 
having our no es in a casebook . 
How can we make the 
experience more meaningful to 
those who follow? How can we 
make a difference in the way 
things are done both here and 
outside? By striving to answer 
tho e questions and more. with 
your help, my "orientation " 
program should last all year 
every year while we are here. 
Robert B. Goldman 
One of the main attributes of 
the Vice President should be the 
ability to get along not only with 
all the students , but also - most 
importantly - with the faculty 
and the administration. This has 
always been one of my strong 
points, as well as the ability to 
see a job through , once it has 
been commenced. 
My involvement in student 
activities speaks for itself ; Libel 
ight; Co-Chairman, Mock Trial 
Committee for Law Day ; Clerk 
of PDP Legal Fraternity; and 
participation in intramurals. I 
have the time and am willing to 
devote it to the Student Bar 
Association. 
Currently, the changes I would 
like to see implemented are : a 
more relevant and interesting 
orientation (a responsibility of 
the VP ); longer library hours; 
more parking and free parking ; 
equalization between the small 
sections of the first year writing 
program; and exams before 
Christmas. If elected I will 
strive to see these programs 
become effectuated. 
Buddy Sizemore 
I wish to announce my 
candidacy for the office of Vice-
President of the Student Bar 
Association. I feel that the SBA 
is , and should be an integral part 
of the student life at Marshall-
Wythe , both academically and 
socially , and I pledge to devote 
my full efforts to this end. 
Having had past experience as 
an elected organizational 
officer , I have full appreciation 
for the efforts and time involved 
in making a body such as the 
SBA effective and responsive. 
Especially wi th the adoption of 
the new policy of total 
membership in the SBA , I feel 
that it is most important that the 
SBA become more responsive to 
the student body and that 
participation of the student class 
representatives in policy 
decisions be expanded. I 
request , and will greatly 
appreciate your vote on April 16. 
Practice Act Goes To Court 
Continued from p. 1 
into effect before July of 1975. 
The question remains as to 
whether the Court will approve 
the proposed rule allowing 
student practice or adopt any 
such rule at all. If a rule is 
drafted. th"r" <>pp""rs tn he 
some possibility that the 
General Assembly may examine 
the scope of the drafted rule and 
rescind the enabling act if the 
rule is deemed unacceptable. 
Dean James P . Whyte of 
MarShall-Wythe feels that the 
chances for the Court ultimately 
approving a student practice 
rule are very good "given the 
climate for approval which 
presently exists in the tate . ,. 
The prospect of third yea r 
students taking part in actual 
litigation raises questions as to 
the revisions which would have 
to be made in the Law School 
curric ulum. Wh"n <>s iu;.d if 
student practice would pose any 
problems in curriculum 
planning, Whyte responded that 
he could not foresee 
any: "Certainly it would not 
present any more problems to 
the Law School than we have at 
present in trying to plan a 
curriculum which allows a 
student a wide variety of courses 
and programs from which to 
choose in order to satisfy his 
individual needs." 
Finally, it is certain that when 
the history of tudent practice in 
Virginia is written , the name of 
third-year student Randy Eley 
will st:mrl nut An advocate of a 
student practice act almost from 
the beginning of his law school 
career. he toiled long and 
diligently in drafting , in 
committee work , and in 
presentation to legislative and 
bar groups. The passage of the 
Student Practice Act is due in no 
small part to his efforts ; he 
deserves and receives our 
com m enda ti on . 
When we built Old ~ we added 
more to Williamsburg tban~another bailk. 
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Other Offices 
Ellen Pirog 
As first year rep. , I've 
worked with Bill Bridge and 
John Ellis on Law Day , and I'm 
chairman of the committee 
organizing the naturalization 
ceremony. I've worked on the 
Libel Night committee 
(absorbing details more ·than 
writing ), acted in the show, and 
.hope to help write it next year. 
I've joined PDP and plan to 
work on the social committee. 
I'm running for Treasurer 
because I believe there is a great 
deal the SBA can accomplish 
here at M-W and I want to be 
able to work on the SBA next 
year to bring about changes. I 
know little of the inner workings 
of the SBA, and there's no better 
way to learn than from the 
grolU1d up - and to learn where 
the money is going, to whom, 
and for what. 
I'd like to work with the new 
Vice President on orientation , 
and I have a few ideas for 
parties next year. I'd like to 
bring students from the Wig 
back to the coffee bar , and I hope 
the situation isn't as hopeless as 
it looks . And yes , my checkbook 
balances! 
John M. Renfrow 
In filing for the office of SBA 
secreta ry, I feel that I can make 
a major contr ibut ion to 
increasing the effectiveness of 
the SBA by bringing my past 
experience of eight years as an 
administrative officer with a 
government agency to that 
office . I fully understand the 
demanding nature of this 
position and am willing to devote 
as much time as is reqUIred to 
make the SBA an outspoken 
representative of the law school 
student body. In line with this 
goal , I will work to increase the 
responsiveness of the 
organization to its members 
desires by recommending a 
greatly expanded policy-making 
role for the individual class 
representafives . Your 
consideration and vote will be 
greatly appreciated. 
William J. Bridge 
This is to announce my 
candidacy for the office of 
Director of Alumni Rleations . 
My previous experience with 
the Student Bar Association has 
been as Class Representative to 
the Board of Directors ; co-
chairman of 1974 Law -Day 
activities; and as a working 
member of groups involved in 
staging various SBA events 
during this past school year. 
I would appreciate any and all 
votes received in the upcoming 
election . 
Joanne Hickcox 
In announcing my candicacy 
for the office of second-year SBA 
representative I have no real 
"goals" to announce or promises 
to make. It is my wish to serve 
the members of our class to the 
best of my ability. I feel that I 
have the time , energy, and 
interst to devote to working for 
our class and the entire student 
body on the SBA. 
Kathleen King 
I would like to announce my 
ca ndidacy for Second Year 
Representative to the Student 
Bar Association. The only way 
this organization can function is 
with an influx of ideas from the 
members of the student body. 
The class represen tative is the 
person whom one can turn to get 
their ideas expressed to the 
Student Bar Association and get 
action on these measures. 
One area that the Second Year 
Representative should be very 
involved in the orientntion 
program for the incoming first -
year class. As a class 
representative I would like to 
work with the first year students 
to help them get adjusted to life 
at Marshall-Wythe. I would also 
propose that the Second Year 
Representative take up the task 
of running a Housing Referral 
Service for the incoming 
students . I would appreciate 
your support on April 16. 
YOU WON'T FIND 
Topless Waitresses ' 
AT THE 
your 
Convenient 
Jamestown 
Road-juar 1.3 milwa deom 
College Corner . And convenient 
hours. Take our drive-in 
window. It's open every 
weekday, 9 AM~ PM. And 9 
AM-Noon on Saturdays. 
And we built Old Colony Bank to 
bring most banking services 
closer to you and your family 
than ever before. Offering free 
checking; insured savings 
accounts up to S20 .000 ; 
commerc ial. personal , or 
mortgage loan 
depository. We 
forever. 
But it's much easier for you to 
visit us. Since we 're right in the 
community. 
Come in and 
WiIliamsburg 's newest banking 
facilities. When we built Old 
Colony Bank an d Trust 
Company, we meant business. 
1310 Jamestown Rd . 220-1607 
And we build Old Colony Bank 
to bring most banking services 
RAMADA INN EAST 
But you can enjoy a 
one-night stand 
With the greatest band in town 
Tuesday-Sunday 
351 York Street 229-4100 
Adjacent to Historic Area 
Luncheon Buffet $1.95 
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Duke Takes Tourney Title 
After Scoring Error Noted 
By Ann Perin chief 
An error in entering final 
scores marred an otherwise 
successful Moot Court 
Invitational competition held at 
Marshall-Wythe shortly before 
spring break. 
The event, fea turing four law 
schools and six federal judges, 
was sponsored by Marshall-
Wythe's Moot Court Board. 
At the conclusion of three 
hard-fought rounds of argument , 
members of the Moot Court 
Board totaled the scores from 
each round to determine won-
lost records . These would 
determine the competition 's 
winner. 
However , the last round scores 
given to the University of 
Virginia ~re inadvertently 
entered on the score sheet for the 
MarshaU-Wy'the team. This 
incorrect entry had the effect of 
making M-W the tournament 
winner, the result that was 
announced. 
Two schools, Marshall-Wythe 
and Duke University, had tied 
with two wins and one loss . The 
victory was given to M-W 
because of a slightly higher point 
total. When the correct points 
were entered last week, 
however, it was determined that 
the Duke team (Marys sa 
Gilbride and Denise Leary) 
were the actual winners. 
Duke will be given the 
tournament trophy to retain 
until next year's competition. 
The actual runner-up team, 
consequently, was Marshall-
Proposed 
By Elisa' Grammer 
"The entire document is very 
poorly drafted, confusing, and 
contradictory," says Jim 
Murray, SBA President, of the 
SBA Constitution. 
This situation, however , is going 
to change. Murray has assigned 
second-year student Scott Richie 
the task of redrafting and 
amending the Constitution which 
was originally written in 1970. 
Richie , with the advice and 
consultation of George 
Campbell, Steve Edwards , 
Charlie Burr and Murray, began 
work on amending the document 
on March 28, as soon as the 
Board of Visitors had approved 
the new Law Student Activities 
Fee. Because the document 
contains "a lot of language about 
'dues-paying members '," any 
revision depended on this 
decision , stated Murray. He is 
hopeful that the student body 
will be able to vote on the 
proposed new constitution on 
April 16 during the regular 
spring elections . 
The present constitution , 
noted Murray , " is not 
restrictive, just silent. " For 
Wythe. Team members were 
Jim Sheeran, Marc Kane, and 
Norm Marshall. 
Other honors went to the 
University of Virginia team 
(Greg Murray, Tom Murrell , 
and Susanne Schilling) for Best 
Brief, and to Maryssa Gilbride 
of Duke for Best Oralist. 
In presenting this last award 
at a banquet that evening, Moot 
Court Board Chief Justice Russ 
Pitts noted that it was the first 
time that theoralist award had 
been won by a woman. He added 
that the judges had been 
particularly pleased to see more 
women participants in the 
competition. 
The day-long event began at 9 
a.m . with a coffee hour in the 
lobby of the law school for team 
members and judges . 
Participating law schools 
included M-W, the University of 
Maryland, Duke, and U. Va. The 
University of North Carolina and 
Georgetown University had 
originally agreed to send teams, 
but withdrew shortly before the 
date of the competition. 
Oral arguments began at 10 
a .m. and concluded at 4 p.m . 
Judges for the event were Tom 
Clark, Retired Justice of theU.S. 
Supreme Court; C. Braxton 
Craven and John D. Butmer of 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit; and Richard 
Kellam, John McKenzie and 
Robert Merhige of the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia. 
In addition to the formal 
Charter 
instance, "it was impossible for 
the SBA Board of Directors to 
tell from the Constitution how to 
deal with the proposed fee 
change . We had to submit 
several questions to the Judicial 
Counsel, which is vested with the 
power of interpreting the 
Constitution, for their opinion 
whether the change should be 
made without a vote by the 
student body." 
According to Murray , the 
Constitution should be more 
specific in outlining the officers' 
duties. Since the SBA handles a 
large amount of student money, 
asserted Murray, "students 
should have a greater voice and 
more control yet the Board of 
Directors still should be able to 
act." 
Scott Richie , who worked 
primarily with the language and 
grammar of the revision, agreed 
with Murray that the present 
Constitution is a "cut and pasted 
document. " Like Murray, 
Richie sees need for 
improvement in delineation of 
the officers' duties , quorum 
requirements , and the budget, 
which he labeled a "sore spot." 
scoring evaluations of each oral 
argument, Professor Bolling R. 
Powell met with the two teams 
to critique their performances at 
the conclusion of each round. 
Speaking after the last round 
of oral argument, Justice Clark 
noted that this was his sixth 
moot court competition in recent 
weeks, and had particular praise 
for the Marshall-Wythe event : 'I 
am always the gainer from 
hearing the moot court 
arguments because I find that 
the people who come from the 
'surrounding states and Virginia 
have done their homework. It 
~ves me great faith in the 
advocate system and in the 
profession. ' 
Later the same day , as 
keynote speaker for a Virginia 
Trial Lawyers Association 
meeting, Justice Clark departed 
from prepared remark:s to 
comment at length on the caliber 
of the moot court competiLtion, 
the quality of Marshall-Wythe 
students , and the present and 
future growth of the law scllOOI. 
Several trial lawyers attending 
the event responded to Clark's 
comments by contacting the law 
school for additional 
information. 
The invitational tournament is 
one activity sponsored by the 
Moot Court Board at the~ law 
school. At this writing, Chief 
Justice Warren Burger and J . 
Skelly Wright , judge on the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the D.C . 
Circuit, have tentatively agreed 
to participate next year. 
Outlined 
Richie also noted that here had 
to be a redefinition of SBA 
"members" following the 
institution of the law student 
activities fee. 
Because such issues as the 
budget have evoked criticism 
from the student body, both 
Murray and Richie feel that the 
most important changes found in 
the proposed new amendments 
are the procedural reforms 
which will assure democratic 
control of expenditures by the 
student body. 
In the same spirit the 
amended document calls for a 
reduction of the pervasive power 
currently vested in the five-
member Executive Council in 
favor of increased power vested 
in the fourteen member Board of 
Directors. It also clarifies 
election procedures and 
elucidates the budget approval 
procedure. 
The SBA Board of Directolrs at 
its April 4 meeting urged student 
support of the proposed 
amendments when they appear 
as an item on the ballot in the 
upcoming election . 
Annual Fund Drive Begins 
Continued from p. I 
exists for graduates , as they would like their pledge . Fund from which these and 
contributing alumni , to be a used. The pledge amounts can be other critical needs may be met. 
positive force for change where paid by installments of any However , these contributions 
needed and improvement in law amount over a period of three will not be allocated solely by the 
school programs and policies . years from the date of administration . The Annual 
Over the next two weeks graduation . Fund Advisory Committee wa~ 
several class members will The contribution pledged can established last year to 
collect pledge cards. Class be allocated to library determine the allocation and 
members pledging can select the acquisitions , student financial expenditure of contributions , 
amount that they desire to ass i s tan c e , fa cui t y and there is student voting 
pledge and the manner in which development, or to the Annual membership on this committee . 
AMICUS CURIAE 
Retired Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark comments on the merits of 
the arguments advanced by participants in the Marshall-Wythe 
Invitational Moot Court competition. 
Grayson Helped Push 
Practice Act Passage 
By Jim Almand 
Senate Bill No. 270 as amended 
passed the House of Delegates 
54-37 on March 8, 1974, the next 
to the last day of the session . Its 
passage in the House was due in 
large part ot the diligent efforts 
of second year law student , 
Delegate George W. Grayson. 
Earlier in the session , State 
Senators McNamara and 
Michael introduced Senate Bill 
No. 270 which was to re~nact 54-
42 of the Va . Code and amend it 
to add, " Nothing herein , 
however, shall be deemed to 
prohibit limited practice of law 
by third year law students 
pursuant to rules and 
regulations presented , adopted 
and promulgated by the 
Supreme Court of Virginia ." 
This bill easily passed the 
Senate and was sent to the House 
and referred to the Courts of 
Justice Committee where it was 
expected to incur some 
difficulty. The bill was voted out 
of committeee by a 6-5 tally but, 
once on the House floor , it was 
re-referred to committee. This 
time the Courts of Justice 
Committee amended the bill to 
specify that third year practice 
could exist only under the 
supervision of a practicing 
attorney. With this amendment , 
the committee voted to report 
the bill to the floor by a 7~ bote. 
By this time there were only 
two or three more days left in the 
session , and it was essential that 
the House of Delegates pass the 
bill when it again came to the 
floor or consideration would be 
delayed another year. Delegate 
Grayson immediately went to 
work talking to the other 
delegates soliciting their support 
for the bill. Background 
information on third year 
practice was essential to enable 
Grayson to persuade others to 
vote for passage. The Law 
Review at Marshall-Wythe was 
kind enough to give Grayson 's 
Administrative Assistant, Willa 
Fay McKenna a copy of the 
proof of an upcoming Law 
Review article on third year 
practice which she took to him in 
Richmond. With this fine source 
of information. Grayson was 
able to answer many questions 
other delegates had on the 
expected operation of the 
program. Largely based on this 
article. Grayson was better able 
to prepare the remarks he would 
give in support of the bill 's 
passage. 
Several votes hung on whether 
or not regular malpractice 
insurance would cover the third 
year law student working under 
the supervision of a practicing 
Attorney . A call to the Insurance 
Commissioner and an insurance 
com pan. was necessary to find 
out that, yes, malpractice 
insurance would cover such 
students but that the cost of such 
insurance was based on the 
number of people in the lawyer 's 
office. This meant that 
additional premiums would have 
to be paid to cover new third 
year students . The premiums 
would be $10-$25 more depending 
00 the c verage. 
Grayson's individual efforts 
among his fellow delgates 
resulted in 55 committments to 
support the bill out of 80 or 85 
delegates he was able to contact. 
When the bill came to the 
floor , Grayson had arranged to 
ask its sponsor if the language of 
the bill as amended would allow 
la w professors licensed to 
practice in Virginia to supervise 
third year students . The 
forthcoming affirmative answer 
thus became a part of the 
legislative history of the bill 
which may be important in 
regard to its future 
interpretation . 
The opponents of the bill made 
one last effort to kill it by moving 
to again refer it back to 
committee which. on the day 
before the session ended . would 
have eliminated any chance of 
its passing . Grayson spoke 
strongly against the motion to 
re-refer and urged its passage. 
The motion to re-refer was 
defeated and the bill then passed 
54-37 with almost all delegates 
keeping the committment they 
had made to George Grayson . 
The bill then went back to the 
Senate where the House 
amendment was accepted pro 
forma. The bill presently awaits 
Governor Godwin's signature. If 
signed. the Supreme Court will 
have a year to promulgate rules 
providing for third year practice 
which would mean the program 
would be operational on July 1. 
1975. .::J 
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Law Review Cuts 
At the conclusion of the Law 
Review's second Spring 
Candidate Program, the editors 
evaluating the candidates 
determined by anonymous 
grading that 5 of the 16 who 
completed the program had 
failed to qualify for staff 
membership. News of the 
unusually large number of 
rejections brought general 
criticism and drew charges that 
the editors had been arbitrary 
and unfair concluding that 5 
individuals in the top 10 percent 
of the first-year class were 
" incompetent" to serve OIl Law 
Review. 
In order to answer criticisms, 
Editor-in-Chief Bryan 
Rosenberger announced a public 
meeting to explain the candidate 
program and the editors' 
position . Forty to fifty students, 
mostly second-year Law Review 
members, attended. 
Rosenberger first outlined the 
over-all scheme for evaluating a 
candida te 's perform ance: 70 
percent on the content of a 
written comment, 15 percent on 
the comment 's grammar and 
technical aspects, 10 percent on 
the Blue Book test and 5 percent 
OIl the group leader 's subjective 
evaluation of the candidate. He 
noted that there were " objective 
standards" used in grading the 
papers, and that each of the 
papers was read by the three 
editors and was graded 
anonymously. Papers which 
were judged to be " in trouble" 
were read as many as three or 
more times by each. The final 
grade was an average of the 
three scores. 
Commenting on the 5 rejected 
papers, Rosenberger stated that 
he had graded comments in 
three different candidate 
programs, and that in any of 
them, "three of the five would 
not have passed." He explained 
that their problems were in lack 
of analysis and general writing 
ability. "They were not things 
which could have been 
corrected. They couldn't have 
been rewrit ten to the point that 
they would say something. "The 
other two papers he 
characterized as "very 
marginal ," adding that in all 
five instances , the other scores, 
with the exception of the group 
leader's evaluation , were low. 
One editor commented that in 
some cases , there was " a basic 
failure to be able to use the 
English language." 
Rosenberger stated that the 
decision was unanimous that 
-'No potential capable 
performance" had been shown 
which would help the Review. 
-' If they are not capable of doing 
the work required, it would only 
Participants on the PDP Washington trip take a breather from a 
demanding trip, which included stops at the Court of Claims and 
National Lawyers Club. 
PDPs Invade D.C. 
By Charlie Burr 
Arising far earlier than they 
otherwise would for a Spring 
Break Monday, 25 Marshall-
Wythe students and wives 
departed pre-dawn 
Williamsburg for P .D.P.'s bi-
annual "Washington Trip." 
First stop was the Supreme 
Court for a rare opportunity to 
observe oral arguments as they 
ought to be presented. Also 
included was a tour conducted 
by the Court's Cur a tor. Areas 
seldom seen by tourists were the 
Library (which does not use the 
colon system ) and the Justices ' 
private dining room . 
From there , the entourage 
crossed over to the Capitol for 
lunch at the Senate Dining Room 
followed with remarks by 
Virginia's Republican Senator 
William L. Scott. 
After a short break, the group, 
now numbering over fifty , 
reassembled at the Supreme 
Court for a private meeting with 
Chief Justice Burger. 
A cocktail party at the 
National Lawyers Club followed 
that night , where students 
mingled with PDP officials and 
other dignitaries . 
(but not too 
tour and 
the Civil 
Tuesday began 
early ) with a 
explana tion of 
Aereonautics Board. 
The trip concluded with a visit 
to the Court of Claims, where 
Judge Nicholls , Trial Judge 
Gramer and Clerk of Court 
Peartree congenially responded 
to student inquiries. 
Reboarding the bus, the group 
returned to Williamsburg, 
having participated in one of the 
few law school experiences that 
is as entertaining as it is 
informative. Appreciation is due 
to John Heard, John Miri , Greg 
Welsh , Evan Adair and Dr. 
Swindler, who ably made the 
arrangements and even 
managed to keep orr '-SChedule. 
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Criticized 
hurt the Review to include them 
on the Staff. 
Rosenberger concluded that 
the program had been the 
"fairest ever," it had been 
objective and the " criteria were 
clear." While he expressed 
regret over the number of 
rejections , he noted that it was a 
matter of "elementary math" 
that opening up the Review to 
more people necessarily means 
that more will not be able to get 
on when they try. 
Responding to questions , 
Rosenberger agreed that there 
might have been real problems 
in communicating accurate 
evaluations to the candidates as 
they progressed. 
On a related question , he 
remarked that the group leader 
system was a "clear deficiency" 
which future editors would 
"have to think about." A number 
of questions and comments 
centered on the suggestion of 
allowing the five candidates to 
go through the summer 
program, or some other type of 
re-evaluation. 
In a marathon five-and-{)ne-
half hour session last 
Wednesday night, the Editorial 
Board of the William and Mary 
Law Review met to hear appeals 
from the five candidates who did 
not successfully complete the 
spring candidate program as to 
why their performance should 
be reconsidered. 
Following the hearings, the 
Board discussed and voted on 
the merits of each candidate's 
case. Results were presented in 
the form of recommendations to 
the new Editorial Board, which 
is at liberty to accept or reject 
the outgoing Board's decision as 
to the status of the unsuccessful 
candidates. 
No determination has been 
made as to whether such an 
appeals board will be continued 
in the future, leaving subsequent 
Editorial Boards to correct any 
deficiencies in the candidate 
program so as to make such 
action unnecessary. 
By Dave Holmes 
There was a time when some 
pessimists thought that 
Governor Godwin's deletion of 
funds for a new building for M-W 
from the state budget plus the 
low faculty pay scale could 
create disaffection in the faculty 
and cause departures for 
greener pastures . Even though 
the deletion of funds is now 
partially inoperative (planning 
money is available ) and even 
though the legislature has 
granted an appropriation to 
supplement faculty salaries , 
three professors: Scott, 
Rendleman, and Swindler, are 
leaving Marshall-Wythe. 
Is there faculty discontent at 
M-W? the Amicus asked itself. 
Not getting an authoritative 
answer, the question was posed 
to the _professors involved . 
The answer from the three, 
who are leaving for various 
reasons and for various periods 
of time, is that discontent with 
M-W played no part in their 
decisions. 
Professor Robert Scott, 
cancelling earlier plans to be a 
visiting professor at the 
University of Illinois for one 
year, has recently accepted a 
full professorship at the 
University of Virginia Law 
School. The position is a 
permanent one, and, 
accordingly, Scott has resigned 
at M-W, effective at the 
conclusion of this semester. 
Scott emphasized that he had 
not been seeking other 
employment, but that he 
accepted the U. Va. position 
because it offers opportunities 
for a law professor not now 
available at Marshall-Wythe. 
In addition to more library and 
research support, Scott believes 
that U. Va. <:pn provide unique 
challenges and opportunities for 
continued personal growth. 
Scott said that the decision to 
leave William and Mary was 
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made with regret, and he 
emphasized that he was not 
impelled by any desire to get 
away from M-W. 
During the fall 1974 semester, 
Dr. William Swindler will 
be at the University of 
Oklahoma Law School , as a 
participant in their 
Distinguished Visiting Professor · 
program. (The appellation' for 
this ·program is from Oklahoma 
Uni versity, not from Dr. 
SindIer.> Swindler's semester at 
O.V. continues a program which 
invites nationally-known 
specialists in various areas of 
the law. During his semester at 
O.U., Swindler wiII teach 
Constitutional Law and Legal 
History. 
Dr. Swindler emphasized that 
he plans to return to M-W. He 
indicated that the restoration of 
planning funds for the new law 
school building, coupled with the 
research and clinical 
opportunities presented by the 
National Center for State Courts 
will be a great boon to M-W. 
Professor Rendleman, who 
will be visiting professor at the 
University of North Carolina 
Law School next year, also plans 
to return to Marshall-Wythe. 
Rendleman indicated that the 
opportunity for the visiting 
professorship came rather 
suddenly and that his 
acceptance was based on the 
idea of taking opportunities 
when they were available. 
During his stay at North 
Carolina, Mr. Rendleman will 
continue to teach Civil 
Procedure and Creditor's 
Rights, as well as do research 
and writing. 
In sum, it appears that there is 
no exodus from the faculty ranks 
beyond the normal mobility of 
the profession . Hopefully, in the 
not too distant future M-W will 
attain a position where it can 
lure high-quality visiting 
professors because of its 
research and support facilities . 
PCAP Offers Practical Training 
By Burt Saunders 
One of the most repeated 
complaints about a law school 
education is that the student is 
rarely exposed to the real world 
of the practice of law. The 
summer law clerk often finds 
that the theoretical problems 
encountered in the classroom 
are of little aid when he is asked 
to draw up a complaint, 
propound interrogatories, or 
petition the court for a writ of 
habeas corpus. To fill this void 
various student organizations 
are designed to provide 
practical experience. One such 
organization is the Post-
Conviction Assistance Project. 
The Post-Conviction 
Assistance Project is divided 
into two distinct entities, the 
Virginia Project funded by the 
S.B.A., and the federally funded 
Petersburg Project. Primarily, 
the purpose of both is to provide 
legal assistance to indigent 
prisoners and, where 
appropriate, to aid those 
prisoners in preparing habeas 
corpus petitions. 
Student volunteers in the 
Virginia Project communicate 
by mail to indigent inmates in 
the state's penal institutions. 
When it is found that the inmate 
is being illegally incarcerated, 
the law student must thoroughly 
review the facts and research 
the law covering the alleged 
grounds of complaint. With the 
assistance of Professor Walck, 
the student then draws up the 
petition for a writ of habeas 
corpus. 
The Petersburg Project 
provides an opportunity for 
direct personal contact between 
the student and indigent inmate 
a the Petersburg Correctional 
facility. Any legal problems 
confronting the prisoner may be 
referred to the student, 
necessitating thorough research 
by the student. Under the 
guidance of Professor Walck the ' 
student may advise the inmate 
on a variety of problems such as 
parole, motions for reduction of 
sentence , divorce, bankruptcy, 
name change and con -
demnation. In addition, the 
student may be called on to draw 
up petitions for writs of habeas 
corpus. 
Last semester 10 students 
traveled to Petersburg in groups 
of two or three several days a 
week. Significant legal 
assistance was provided to over 
85 prisoners . Not only were the 
students able to provide a 
desparately needed service, 
they were able to gain valuable 
practical experience in an 
important area of the law. 
Next year the project hopes to 
expand its service to include 
legal assistance in two newly 
developing areas of prisoner 
rights - hearings to contest the 
revocation of good time and 
hearings to protest solitary 
confinement for alleged prison 
violations. Student volunteers 
will be called on to assist 
indigents at those hearings. 
The role of the student 
volunteer at post-conviction 
hearings has been described as 
that of a "quasi advocate." For 
example, last semester a 
student had the opportunity to 
attend a regional appellate 
parole hearing in Wwashington, 
D.C. Though the student was not 
allowed to cross examine 
witnesses, he was able to see the 
results of his work and to 
actively assist his client in the 
presentation of his case. In no 
other way can a law student 
obtain this type of experience. 
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Advocacy Teaches Fundam 
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entals 
By Cliff Wed,stein their counterparts in the actual slime who c~awled out from 
While in law slchool you'll cases knew. beneath their rocks." 
never get a chance to draft a Owen could hardly have done 
contract, take an estate through Pre-Trial better . 
b I cl · One week before the trial a pro ate .or counse a lent, . 'The tr)·als are hard and well 
th th o pre-trial conference is held in among many 0 er mgs . Judge Powell 's third -floor fought. Jury deliberations have 
In other words, there is a lot of chambers. tended to be long, with hung 
lawyerly business tGl which a law J·uries not uncommon. 
t d t · ed In the conference , counsel for s u en )s never expos . h d The course, all students seem 
B h· eac si e presents a short trial ut t ere IS one major b . f dd to agree, I·S a highly worthwhile 
. ha h 11 th ne . A itionally , motions are 
expenence t t Mars a -Wy e d d I experience. Trl·als are prepared d ff I th d rna e an vigorous y argued, 
oes 0 er. n . e secon and proposed jury instructions with a diligence few lawyers 
semester of your third year, you are presented. show. And the preparation and 
can try a case. h trial are carr)·ed on under the 
U d th cl f 1 f T en comes the trial, and the n er · e wat 1 u eyes 0 chance to shine. guidance of a teacher who is 
courtly "Circuit Judge" Bolling Ob . himself an experl·enced trl·al 
F P 11 d 1 . servmg trials, one sees the 
. owe an a ay Jury, 33 eff f lawyer. 
th d d ect 0 Perry Mason and Owen ir -year students are spen ing Marshall on the present Like many things in life, trial 
Wednesday afternoons this t· 1 practl·ce can only be learned genera IOn . of aw students. In 
semester in the trial of quite a . 1 through expen·ence. When the one recent tna , one student rose 
variety of cases. f tl b di h time comes for 33 Marshall-
h . lIed I requen y, ran s ed his right T is expenence is ca Tria ha d h· h· th . Wythe students to try thel·r f)·rst n )g m e air and shouted 
Advocacy in the school catalog. "objection, your honor ." 'case , they will have one 
·It is a valuable laboratory Unlike his televised exhaustive experience under 
passing under the guise of a two- their belt. 
h counterparts, however , the our course. d Observers are welcome at the stu ent followed his flourish 
The class works like this: The . h trials, which commence at 1 
. d W) t a discussion of legal 
reqUlre book contains .. I p.m . each Wednesday I·n the 
tr ·ed . . I pnnclp es supporting the anscripts of van cnmma b· f moot court room . 
Julian Raney makes a timely objection before "Judge" BoUing R. 
Powell in recent action in the Trial Advocacy course. 
trials , and several civil 0 Jec IOn. 
depositions. These furnish the Impassioned Oratory 
skeletons of fact from which And opposing counsel in that 
cases will be tried. cas~ , summing up to the jury, 
Students who are assigned as deCIded to impeach two 
counsel in the cases procure and ~tnesses . Looking sternly at the 
prepare witnesses, who are Jurors (undergraduates ), the 
presumed to know as much as student observed, "They are 
Proposed Constitution Will 
Enhance SBA Effectiveness 
Revie'w Cuts Scored 
Continued from p. 2 
The papers and other 
materials were graded by three 
editors based on a 100-point 
scale , with the opinions of the 
group leaders counting at most 5 
percent of the total score. Thus, 
R.O;: thprp WR.<;: nn U¥>.rfhaI'k. tn tM 
candidates {rom the editors who 
made the final decisions, the 
only opinions the students 
received as to the quality of their 
work gave them litltle indication 
of their chances of making the 
Review. It is possible that some 
of the papers which were 
declared unacceptable could 
have satisfied the judges if the 
candidates had been aware of 
their deficiencies. Also, while 
the candidates were evaluated 
on the basis Qif uniform , 
objective criteria, there was 
little weight given to other 
factors. Perhaps it isn't fair that 
a candidate should be selected 
over others simply because a 
position on the staff means more 
to him in terms of future plans, 
and perhaps the quality of the 
Review would sutffer if the 
editors accepted someone they 
felt was an unsuitable candidate . 
But surely dedication and 
responsibility should count as 
much as writing ability , and can 
it be fair that after only a few 
months in law school one 
candidate's future i:s irrevocably 
altered, possibly only because 
the opinion of his group leader 
differed from that of the editors? 
Many worthwhile suggestions 
for changes in the selection 
procedure were advanced at the 
meeting , and we have since 
learned that each of the five 
candidates who were not 
selected have been given the 
chance to present a petition 
p l eading mitigating 
circumstances to the editorial 
board. We hope their petitions 
will be considered carefully and 
that any doubts as to their 
capability will be resolved in 
their favor. We alsGl support the 
following recommendations 
which we hope the incoming 
editors will seriously consider 
when deciding next year's 
policy: 
First, the spring candidacy 
program should be abolished. 
Marshall -Wythe is the only law 
school in the country with such a 
program. This system was 
originally designed to ensure 
that the Law Review had a 
sufficient number of staff 
members to complete the spring 
edition after the January 
graduation of many staff 
members, which no longer 
seems to be a valid raison d'etre. 
F urtherm ore , the spring 
program often creates a social 
stratifica tion in the first year 
class, all the more destructive 
because it soon becomes obvious 
who has been selected for the 
program - and who has not 
been selected for the review. 
Finally, it is too great a burden 
of the candidates to do both the 
work for the program and for 
their second semester classes. 
Having only a summer program 
wo uld relieve much of the 
pressure the candidates undergo 
and would ensure somewhat 
more anonymity. 
Second , some provision should 
be made for the candidates' 
work to be evaluated by those 
making the final decision. It is 
true that the group leaders often 
become too involved with 
individual candidates to 
objectively evaluate their work . 
but the candidates should be 
able to judge the quality of their 
work according to the judges ' 
standards . This will help to 
ensure that papers will be 
rejected because they are 
definitely unacceptable in terms 
of writing ability and not 
because the candidate was 
confused as to what the judges 
were looking for. 
Third , those students who 
turned down the invitation to the 
spring program and those 
. candidates who did not make the 
Review should be given a second 
chance in the summer program . 
The proposed revision of the 
Student Bar Association 
constitu tion , which will be 
submitted to a student vote for 
ratification April 22 contains a 
number of changes from the 1970 
constitution presently in effect. 
These changes are designed to 
clarify SBA procedure and adapt 
the organization to changing 
circumstances. 
Due to the institution of the 
law student activity fee in the 
fa ll , the proposed con stitution 
provides that all students in the 
law school are to be active 
members of the SBA. Under the 
present constitution, only those 
students who pay the $15 annual 
dues are active members. 
Article IV of the new 
constitution defines more 
clearly the duties of the five 
officers on the Executive 
Council. Article V revises the 
procedure for selection of ex 
officio members of the Board of 
Directors. Under the current 
constitution, heads of a number 
of organizations , some existent 
(the organizations). some not , 
are automatically members in 
this non-voting capacity. The 
proposed charter provides that 
the Board of Directors is to 
appoint ex officio members. 
Article V also revises the 
procedure for selection of the 
Editor-In-Chief of the Amicus 
Those candidates who did not 
make the Review could be 
required to submit an additional 
paper or they could be allowed to 
resubmit their paper after 
revising it with the advice of 
their group leader . At the very 
least, though most candidates 
would not be willing to go 
through the entire program 
again . those that would want to 
do so should be given that 
opportunity. This would not 
mean that much more work for 
the Law Review staff and would 
serve to overcome any questions 
as to the candidates' ability . 
Finally. the La w Review staff 
should make an attempt to 
establish better communication 
with the law school as a whole. 
The staff must realize that they 
don 't exist in a vacuum. and 
while we have no influence in 
terms f mone . or votes . \i·e are 
Curiae. Currently, the 
appointment is made by the SBA 
President after recelvmg 
recommendations frGlm the 
outgoing Editor. The proposed 
constitution provides that the 
selection will be made by 
majority vote of the Board of 
Directors from a list IOf three 
nominees presented to the Board 
by the outgoing Editor of the 
Amicus. 
The proposed constitution also 
clarifies procedure for 
petitioning general membership 
meetings. Only two general 
meetings are constitutionally-
required (one for budget 
consideration. and the other for 
candidate nominations ), but any 
SBA member will be able to 
petition for a general meeting. 
or for a referendum vote of all 
members . The new constitution 
mandates that the results of any 
referendum of the SBA 
membership in which a majority 
of the Association vote shall be 
binding on and shall Qverride 
any decision by the Executive 
Council or the Board of 
Directors. 
Article VII of the proposed 
charter revises the procedure 
for adopting the SBA budget. 
Under this article. the Executive 
Council is to prepare and submit 
a unified budget at the oc>ginning 
of the fall semester for approval 
the warm bodies it desperately 
needs. 
We , too, want Marshall -
Wythe 's Law Review to be an 
excellent publication . and we 
hope that no potential 
candidates refuse an invitation 
to tryout for the staff b€'Cause of 
this semester's events. But we 
hope the staff realizes that these 
candidates are people. with 
other interests and other needs. 
and not human machines 
spouting footnotes and 
comments . 
We would like to thank Bryan 
Rosenberger and other 
members of the Law Review 
staff for taking the time to 
explain the selection process. for 
listening to the suggestions both 
of the new staff members and of 
other students. and for making 
the effor t <' account f( r their 
by the membership at a general 
meeting. Such meeting is to be 
well-publicized and approval of 
the budget is to be in accordance 
with the Bylaws. 
Under the proposed 
constitution , the procedure for 
filling a vacancy on the Board of 
Directors is more clearly 
defined. The new instrument 
also revises the current 
constitution in that the 
incumbent SBA President is 
responsible for the 
administration of all elections. 
The President is empowered to 
delegate the administration of 
elections to the incumbent Vice 
President, provided that the VP 
is not a candidate in the 
elections . 
The new constitution would 
also broaden the power to 
change the Bylaws. At present. 
the Executive Council has this 
power, but the new charter 
would provide that the Board of 
Directors. comprised of all 
elected SBA representatives. 
have this authority . 
SBA President Jim Murray . 
Judicial Counci l Chief Justi~ 
G€orge Campbell, and Scott 
Richie led the revision process. 
As noted above . the propo ed 
constitution will be submitted to 
a student \'ote on April 22. The 
SBA will pro\'ide further details 
before that vote. 
actions to the student body, 
which they were in no way 
obligated to do. . 
Finally. we would like to 
express our support for all the 
group leaders . who we feel have 
been the object of much 
undeserved criticism. Theirs 
was a difficult job. the. · had little 
say in the final selection process 
and we feel that they should not 
be criticized for encouraging 
those candidates they sincerely 
believed were qualified for the 
Review. The fault. if any. must 
lie with the entire Law Review 
staff. 
Sincerely yours. 
Ellen Pirog 
John Ellis 
Bill Bridge 
First year SBA 
Representatives 
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New Fraternity Presidents 
Discuss Future Programs 
By Dave Osborn 
John Heard of Phi Delta Phi , 
Everett Moore of Phi Alpha 
Delta and Dave Altizer of Delta 
Theta Phi all feel that there are 
problems with the legal 
fratern ities at Marshall-Wythe. 
However as the newly elected 
presidents of their respective 
fraternities they are uniquel y 
s itua ted to deal with the 
problems they see . Recently 
they discussed with the Amicus 
the future plans they had for 
thei r fra tern ities and the 
chan ces fo r increased 
ooperation among themselves . 
As head of the largest 
fratern ity, PDP J ohn Heard 
sees no radical change in the 
basic social or ienta tion of the 
organiza tion during his tenure. 
Withou t taking a way from 
PDP's professional activiti es , 
John explained thei r viewpoint, 
"We feel a fraternity should 
provide a r elease from law 
school . .. We don 't feel after a 
week of law school classes and 
preparation that you want to go 
neccessarily to a speaker ' s 
program or a seminar (on the 
weekends ) ." Though John 
expects no change in PDP heavy 
emphasis on social activities , he 
does have plans to combat two 
chron ic problems in the 
fraternity , poor communica tions 
and a reluctance on the part of 
some members to pay their 
semester dues on time. John 
explains there will be a 
communications chairman 
appointed and for financially 
irresponsible members , John 
says 'We are going to cut out the 
free loading within the fraternity 
. . . we are going to drop people 
from the rolls when they have 
not paid their dues for two 
seme ters ." 
Though PAD did not collect 
many new members during the 
Februa ry initiations Everett 
Moore is optimistic about his 
fra ternity and plans many new 
1:':~:~t::r::~:~:~: ':":i: ; :~:~:::::t::::mi::Di.0~im:g,:::,::r::m:1 
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professional and social 
programs to combat the general 
lack of enthusiasm shown 
toward PAD which he sees 
among his membership and the 
school in general. 
To begin with , Everett hopes 
for a change in the professional 
program of PAD. " I think the 
professional program as we 
have looked at it in the past is not 
the professional program we are 
going to be having in the future ." 
In specific, Everett would like to 
see projects that are geared 
more to the students providing" 
as much help as we can to the 
incoming students ." 
Tentative plans include better 
publicity of PAD scholarships , 
loans , placement services and 
an expanded bookstore. As for 
social activities Everett states 
succintly " For next year we plan 
to have quite a few more 
parties ." " For Everett Moore, 
much of PAD 's hope for the 
future lies in convincing his 
membersh ip and Marshall-
Wythe that there "are going to 
be changes made". 
Because of its small 
membership Dave Altizer sees 
DTP as very " flexible" as to the 
direction it plans to take . 
However Dave says " I suspect 
that the flavor of the fraternity 
will remain predominately 
professional. " For Dave DTP's 
current attraction lies in the 
con tact with practiCing 
attorneys that it can provide its 
members. " One of our stronger 
points is that we can afford the 
students much elbow rubbing 
with practicing attorneys . . . we 
can provide students with 
contacts and they can see and 
ask questions as to just what it is 
like to practice law ." Realizing 
that anonymity is DTP's main 
problem Dave naturally hopes 
that DTP will do much more 
than last semester and has plans 
M -W Com petes At Wake 
Forest Moot Court Meet 
On March 1 and 2, 1974, 
Marshall-Wythe competed for 
the first time in J essup Moot 
Cour t Compe ti tion. The 
mem bers of the team were 
Edward Blumberg-chairman, 
Dan Ward , and Laura Quigley. 
The competition was held a t 
Wake Forest and eight teams 
pa r ticipated for t he fo urth 
distr ict region al t itl e . 
Washington and Lee came in 
first while William and Mary 
came in fifth . Other schools 
participating were University of 
Tennessee , lniversity of South 
Carolina , University of Nor th 
Car olina . Un ive rsity of 
Kentucky , University of 
Louisvi lle , and Wake Forest 
Cni versity . 
Jessup Moot Court operates 
similarly to Moot Court, with the 
di ffer ence being tha t the 
problem argued by the teams 
dea ls with an aspect of 
Interna tional Law . This year 's 
problem dealt with the Law of 
the Sea . Each team prepared 
two memorials and argued four 
times a t the competition - twice 
for applicant and twice for 
respondent. The winners of the 
regional competitions around 
the country go on to the 
semifinal and final competition 
to be held in Washington , D.C., 
in April. Then the winner of the 
United States Competition will 
com pete against the winner of 
the J essup Competi tion among 
sixteen foreign countries . 
The Phillip C. Jessup 
International Law Moot Court 
Competition is sponsored 
annually by the American 
Society of International Law and 
the Associa tion of Stude nt 
Internationa l Law Soc ie t ies . 
Although the Marshall-Wy the 
Team did not win this yea r 's 
regionals , it is hoped that the 
experience gained by this fi rs t 
team will be beneficial to future 
William and Mary 's Tea ms . 
Board Hits Scheduling 
Meeting for the last time for 
this term of officers . the SBA 
Board of Directors passed on a 
large va rity of matters in a two 
day session. 
Presi dent Jim Murray 
remarked on the disappointing 
response to the newly acquired 
parking spaces in the Baptist 
Lot. "There could be serious 
difficulties next year if we don 't 
get enough people to sign up this 
spring ." He also noted that the 
BA as an agency of the State 
could not assume all liabilities 
for injury and damage at the lot 
as the Church had requested . 
In new busi ness , th e 
appointment of J ohn Ellis to 
LSD Represen tati ve wa s 
announced . and a Student-
Faculty mixer for this week was 
cancelled for over-runs in the 
social budget. 
Acting on a Resolu tion 
presented by second-year 
Representative Malcolm Park!" 
the Directors resolved to urge 
the administration not to 
deliberately schedule the spring 
1975 exams so as to frustrate 
third year students who wish to 
take the February Bar exam. 
. , - '\. 
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Several faculty reviews of last month 's Libel Night , which 
were to have been included in this week's issue, will be delayed 
until the April 23 issue. A combination of problems, ranging from a 
sudden drought of wittiness to lack of time, led to the unfortunate 
postponement. Mr. Schaefer, one of those faculty members whose 
contribution was sought, may have captured the essence of the 
problem when he explained: " You told me I didn' t have to do it, so 1 
didn' t. " 
Thirteen Marshall-Wythe students are included in this 
semester' s Omicron Delta Kappa inductees. ODK is a national 
leadership honorary, which was limited to male memtiership until 
recently. Those law students chosen for membership include Cliff 
Weckstein, Bill Miller, Doug Stanard, Sam Boyte, Charlie Burr, 
Bob Johnston, Bob Fitzgerald, Gary Roth, )\1aggie Potts, Evan 
Adair, Tim Coyle, Russ Pitts, Randy Eley, and Mike Borasky. 
SBA President Jim Murray , in another of the bold moves for 
which he is known, has prevailed upon Samuel Sadler, Dean of 
Students at the College, to allow the election of law students to 
Who 's Who under the William and Mary banner. This will be the 
first time that law students will be eligible for selection. F or some 
unknown reason, the College had not granted law students the 
privilege allowed other students at the College, and Murray noted 
that it was difficult to persuade Dean Sadler tha t law students 
should receive consideration for ' this recognition. 
Unlike the practice in past years, all students will be able to 
vote in this month's series of Student Bar Association elections, 
beginning with the Presidential election on Wednesday. This 
change is a result of Board of Visitors' approval of the law student 
activity fee , whereby all law students will pay $8 per year toward 
the SBA in their semester tuition and fees payment. All students 
are encouraged to cast ballots in the elections, set for April 10, 11 
and 16. 
First-year student John Ellis has been appointed by SBA 
President Jim Murray to succeed Greg Welsh as Marshall-Wythe 's 
LSD representative . Welsh resigned to seek the office of SBA 
President. 
Graduating third-year students will not receive their diplomas 
until September, as the Registrar 's office has undertaken the 
requested diploma revisions. The new diploma will feature an 
engraved seal and will be printed on parchment paper for the first 
time. 
The SBA has submitted a proposal to the Academic Status 
Committee of the law school for a provision for graduation with 
honors. The committee could act on this proposal in time for ap-
proval by the faculty so tha t this year 's graduating class could be 
afforded this honor; however, Dean Sullivan has commented that 
chances for p,!ssage of the proposal this spring are not good. 
The annual SBA awards banquet, a renowned gala ex-
travaganza , is scheduled for Monday, April 29. The affair will be 
held in the Campus Center Little Theatre. All students are invited 
to attend. 
Parking in the Baptist Church lot is now available to law 
students. The SBA negotiated the space in reliance on the number 
of students who expressed a desire to lease a space, but many have 
now chosen not to honor their commitment. As a result, additional 
students are needed , and anyone wishing to rent a parking space 
may sign up in the SBA office. 
Marshall-Wythe's Post Conviction Assistance Project elected 
its officers for 1974-75 at a meeting on April 4. Margaret Potts was 
selected to direct the PCAP next year. Other officers include Bob 
Sichta. Bob Johnson, Jim Metcalfe, and Stephen Kalista. 
Exam Change Opposed 
Continued from p. 2 
mor e importantly , it will 
disa dv antage to an 
imm easura ble ex tent. the 
Marshall-Wythe graduate in the 
a lready too com petitive job 
market. In any case , the move 
will at least take money out of 
our pockets. 
The Virginia legislature, in not 
am end ing or repealing the 
requirement of graduation 
within three months of the 
taking of the bar , has made 
known its intent to allow the 
schedule as it stands. Who are 
the Administration of Marshall-
Wythe that they have a right to 
disadvantage its graduates by 
making them compete with 
members of the bar while they 
are still two months away from 
even sitting for the exam ? Who 
are the Marshall-Wythe 
Administration to take salary 
away from its graduates in the 
form of fourteen weeks of lost 
employment ? Who are the 
Marshall-Wythe Administration 
to degrade the process of mature 
decision making which is 
instilled in its students as a 
prelude to effective and 
competent client 
representation ? 
It seems clear that our 
administration is attempting 
again to step out of its role as 
management and into one of 
misguided paternalism. 
I urge students to strongly 
oppose such a role change and 
advocate mature and thoughtful 
career planning by each student 
without administrative thinking 
being thrust upon personal 
thought. O,L. Gilbert 
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By Evan Adair 
The first installment of this study of the William 
and Mary Law Review dealt solely with the can-
didate program, which ended shortly before spring 
recess . As promised, this article will conclude with 
a study of other aspects of the Review, a study 
which has not been affected by recent events. 
Students have on occasion been heard to complain 
that the quality of Marshall-Wythe's Law Review is 
less than outstanding. A brief investigation shows 
that the law school need not be in any way ashamed 
of the Review. Keeping in mind that the purpose of a 
law review is to serve as a scholarly publication and 
assist the individual lawyer, as well as the legal 
profession, Professor Robert Scott notes that "this 
law review, in t.erms of professionalism, is out-
standing. In terms of effect on the legal community, 
the Law Review has done well in its impact on the 
law and on William and Mary ." 
Competition For Contributors 
More than 100 law reviews across the country 
compete for contributions from "big name" figures 
in the legal field . Marshall-Wythe is bound to fare 
less well in this competition than such law schools 
as Harvard, Yale and Michigan. Some authors 
prefer to have their works published by the most 
prestigious law schools . Those authors who cannot 
make such "prestigious" Reviews often will turn 
next to their alma maters. 
Despite lacking the renown of other schools and 
the large number of alumni, Marshall-Wythe does 
receive a number of contributions from well-known 
writers. As Bryan Rosenberger, who relinquished 
the position of editor of the Review on Saturday, 
notes, the prestige of our Law Review is bound to 
improve with the arrival of the Center for State 
Courts and construction of a new law building. 
Review Valuable to Law School 
Professor Scott points out that a law review can 
be "an extremely valuable and integral part of any 
law school" for three reasons . First, a law review 
"provides means by which the law school becomes 
known in the entire legal community. Second, it 
serves as a vehicle for faculty and students to have 
a significant assoc'iation with the law. Third, if 
properly run, a law review should give t.o all 
students and faculty an opportunity to engage in 
significant research - a direct benefit to the 
educational experience." Rosenberger concurs, 
noting that the Law Review is important "as a 
visible sign of a continuing scholarly effort at 
Marshall-Wythe. Rosenberger added that " in an 
academic sense , it is an important course. " 
For a one credit "'course," working on the Law 
Review involves a great deal of time. The Review 
staff member is required to devote much time and 
effor t ; a strong int~rest in the particular work is 
obviously necessary. Rosenberger and several 
other staff members recognize an· additional factor 
which helps to encourage students to do the work. 
This additional factor is the "golden plum" ; the 
advantage of law review experience in the eyes of 
prospective employers. Although Rosenberger 
notes that one who mades the Law Review staff will 
not necessarily " be a better lawyer, employers 
recongize that Law Review is an indication of 
potential ability in certain areas. " 
Review Has Image Problems 
This " golden plum" may be vital in the Law 
Review staff members' search for jobs upon 
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Law Review And M-W-
Quality And Shortcomings 
graduation. It is aiso one reason for the Review's 
image problems within the law school . Most 
students recognize that membership on the staff 
often sets some job-hunters apart from others. The 
absence of an Order of the Coif chapter at Marshall-
Wythe has left Law Review as the only index of 
academic achievement. The Review, thus, must 
perform its proper role as a scholarly publication, 
as well as its unfortunate role as honor society. 
Unfortunately, the Review - or at least those 
students who formulate its policy - have too often 
blended the dual role. It is not the role of the law 
review at any school to consider itself as something 
much more than the law school's scholarly 
publica tion. Yet, too often Marshall-Wythe's Law 
Review gives non-members the unpleasant feeling 
that it is an overly elitist organization. Some staff 
members agree. One second-year members states: 
"My image of the Review is highly unfavorable. I 
perceive that non-members do not have a high 
opinion of the Review, but still that opinion is 
probably better than my own." 
When asked whether there was any reason why 
non-staff members should perceive the Review as 
an overly elitist organization, this staff members 
replied: "This problem is partially a function of the 
personalities of the Review members, particularly 
those in power. Some of these people feel that 
mastery of the Harvard Citator entitles one to be 
arrogant - obviously an absurd view." 
Review Fails In Public Relations 
Often the Review's poor image is due more to an 
abysmal failure at public relations than to any 
malevolent action on the part of the publication. 
Some feel that the Review somehow has forgotten 
that most all organizations must ~blicize and 
explain their actions. One staff members points out 
that " a lot of editors become so involved in the Law 
Review that they forget PRo Weak PR editors will 
tend to pick the same type of persons to succeed 
them." 
... -'.' ---., ~ .. ~ 
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Another second-year staff member sees " an 
incredibly unjustified elitist attutude between 
editorial board members and staff members within 
their own class." This member added: " One at-
tutu de to which the editorial board sometimes 
succumbs is a consideration of their organization 
(and therefore themselves ) as being the only 
organization in the school of any value. It's possible 
that such an attitude is fostered by the concern of 
potential employers regarding participation on the 
law re\·iew.' · 
Reevaluation Essential 
Professor Scott argues that the time has come for 
the Law Review to alter its image. Mr. Scott notes 
that when the Review went to four issues per year in 
1966, a conscious effort was made to get every 
quality student on the Review. ow that Marshall-
Wythe has other equally important and beneficial 
activities and the size of the school has tripled , Mr. 
Scott sees no necessity for the Review to "grab all 
the top students." 
. ' 
ot only are there many more students in the 
school than in 1966, but the atmosphere is much 
more competitive and less casual. For the Review 
to perpetuate its eight-year-old image under the 
changed circumstances is unnecessary , and 
Professor Scott urges a reevaluation of its self-
imposed image. The problem is not one created by 
particular individuals, Mr. Scott notes . ~ut by the 
system itself . 
Despite such problems, the Law Review at 
Marshall-Wythe is consistently publishing quality 
issues which are making the law school known to 
more people in the field , and, hopefully are 
assisting those in the profession. Sam Boyte has 
now assumed the editorship of the Review. It is his 
task, and that of his staff, to look at the institution in 
an effort to further improve the publica tion. All 
those who understand the value of the William and 
Mary Law Review wish them well . 
\\ .. ,. 
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Frat Heads Outline Goals 
Continued from p. 9 
for continuing the exam review 
sessions for first-year students , 
creating a judicial research 
council, sending out an 
informational booklet to 
incoming students during the 
summer , and , like PAD , 
increasing the publicity of 
DTP's insurance and placement 
services. As for social activities , 
Dave foresees a keg party at the 
beginning of next year 'to let 
people know we are here,' and 
then perhaps one major social 
event for the year. 
Finally , all three presidents 
plan to ha ve renewed 
cooperation among their 
fraternities. As John Heard 
explained , "Our fraternities are 
not that much of rivals because 
all three of us are in the same 
class and are friends and there is 
no reason why we can 't work 
together ." One problem all three 
presidents face is the 
uncommitted law student who 
nevertheless attends all the 
fraternity parties at the same 
cost as a fraternity member. A 
common solution mentioned by 
the presidents would be to raise 
the price for non members and 
thereby increase the incentive to 
join a fraternity . Heard 
explained. " We really feel like 
the people who come out and 
jOined a fraternity should be 
benefited by it and like Everett 
said if you belong to any 
fraternity you should pay a 
lower rate to get into a party. " 
Cooperation between the 
fraternities might also include 
jOint parties between the three 
fraternities with a division of the 
non members entrance fee. 
Whatever the possibilities the 
communication between the 
presidents is there. 
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Libel Night-A Faculty Roast 
The second annual Libel !';ight was held at the Williamsburg Lodge 
Auditorium on :\tarch 21. For those unfortWlate few who were Wlable 
to catch the raucous event, and for the 500 plus who did, the Amicus 
offers a backward glance at an evening of fun and upbeat 
charac terizations. 
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Dialogue Participants 
Gave Money's Worth 
By Daniel W. Stolper 
What does one expect when 
Nicolas von Hoffman, champion 
of the liberal cause, meets 
James J. Kilpatrick, champion 
of the conservative cause? If 
CBS' "60 Minutes" is any 
indication , the very least to 
expect is a heated debate with 
both debaters bandying back 
and forth acidic exegeses, 
determined to destroy the 
credibility of the other. The most 
to expect is unprintable. The 
expectation borders on a 
gladiatorial event, where the 
combatants fight to the death . . 
But to the surprise and 
enjoyment of most of the 
audience at William and Mary 
Hall it was an informative 
evening. It was not a combative 
event. There were no attempts 
at ostentatious belittling. It was 
not a debate , wehre points were 
scored for wily witticisms or 
pungent put-downs. There was 
neither the attempt - or the 
need for ei ther of the 
distinguished guests to grossly 
exaggerate his own position to 
denigrate the position of the 
other. In short , it was a dialogue. 
It was a relaxed atmosphere, 
and both journalists seemed 
good friends, knowing each 
other's position very well. The 
attentive audience , however 
would not allow the men to 
become complacent. The 
audience seemed to play an 
active part in shaping the 
discussion. by their laughter and 
applause. 
The tone of the dialogue was 
set by the opening remarks. 
After Kilpatrick said that he 
favored inpeachment. von 
Hoffman said he hated to admit 
it but he and Kilpatrick agreed. 
To this Kilpatrick retorted , "I'll 
still stay with my position even 
though you agree , Nick." Von 
Hoffman was not to be outdone. 
After Kilpatrick finished giving 
the historical imperatives for 
impeachment, (which von 
Hoffman called "analysis of the 
ancient text") von Hoffman said 
we would have no problem 
finding offenses to impeach ; 
"We have a marvelous variety 
of offenses." Favoring an 
impeachment at an indefinite 
future time, von Hoffman urged 
the Congress to "L.et him dangle 
in the wind a while," since 
President is "a smoking ruin." 
Kilpatrick belies his 
humorless , stuffed-shirt 
appearance. He is a humorous 
and quick-witted man. When 
'asked about his seriousness, he 
replied that "At times I'm too 
serious" but quickly added that 
von Hoffman was at times "not 
serious enough. " Kilpatrick was 
restrained, and sat almost 
motionless. He carefully thought 
out what he was going to say. 
Von Hoffman was leaning on the 
table and using his arms to 
gesture to make appropriate 
comments more emphatic . 
Despite the contrast both guests 
were very effective at 
communicating their point. 
The final question of the night 
epitomized the event. Kilpatrick 
was saying that despite 
Watergate and all the problems 
in the government today the 
"Sun will rise as usual and the 
republi c will go on.' Von 
Hoffm an quickly and 
sarcastically retorted " It had 
better, we want to enjoy our big 
win ." Then typifying the 
friendly atmosphere Kilpatrick 
smiled, "Okay Nick, you had the 
last word." 
If any rising second or third year student wishes to be 
considered for a grant for the 1974-75 academic year, he must 
apply in writing to the Faculty Scholarships and Awards 
Committee no later than Wednesday, May 1, 1974. Application 
forms are available in the Office of the Dean. The completed 
application should be turned in to the Office of the Dean for 
forwarding to the Scholarships and Awards Committee. 
Under restrictions imposed by those establishing the funds, 
the major portion of grant funds must be awarded primarily on 
the basis of academic performance. Some grants may be made 
on a balanced appraisal of academic performance and financial 
need. 
Since the Law School will not know of the full amount of 
available funds until the end of the fiscal year (30 June) 
decisions on applications probably will not be made until late 
July. 
• '0 scholarship aid is available for the 1974 Summer Session. 
AMICUS CURIAE 
M-W Mad-Libs 
The Gripes of Roth 
By Gary Roth 
. For a change of pace this week, I thought I 'd let you write this column. To gi e you a 
head start, I have provided the skeleton. omitting the key words. Without looking at the 
story , number a sheet of paper from 1 to 90. Then supply the part of speech or type of word 
asked for in the list below and read the story with your words inserted in the appropriate 
position. It should be a scream. Be imaginative in your word choices and you'll come out 
with a funnier story. You II see how easy it is to be a humorist. By the way, for those of 
you who think this is a Mad-Lib, you're right. Have fun. 
1. Famous person 
2. Famous person 
3. Hobby or study 
4. Adjective 
5. City or town 
6. Plural noun 
7. Famous person 
8. Occupation 
9. Animate noun 
10. Famous person 
11. Famous person 
12. Action verb 
13. Action verb 
14. Adjective 
-15. Hobby or study 
16. Adverb 
17. Number 
18. Year 
19. Number 
20. Something on the first floor of 
the law school 
21. Something on the second 
floor of the law school 
22. Something on the third floor 
of the law school 
23. Plural noun 
24. Human tendency 
25 . Condition in the law school 
26. Plural noun 
'l:l. Adjective 
28. Adjective 
29. Adjective 
30. Adjective 
31. Adjective 
32. Something used by the 
janitor 
33. Something in the library 
34. Something in the restroom 
35. Group of people with a 
specific function 
36. Famous person 
37. Adjective 
38. Part of the human body 
39. Exotic color 
40. Adjective 
41. Part of the human body 
42. Animate noun 
43. Famous person 
44. Occupation 
45. Exotic color used in number 
39 
46. Famous person 
47. Famous person 
48. Verb 
49. Famous person named in 
number 46 
SO. Something on the human 
body 
51. Famous person used in 
number 47 
52. Verb 
53 . Something in the law school 
54. Noun 
55. Noun 
56. Animate noun 
57. Plural noun 
58. Inanimate noun 
59. Verb 
60. Part of the human body 
61 . Cardinal number 
62. Animal 
63. Part of an animal s body 
64. Noun 
65. Crowd sound 
66. Animate plural noup 
67. Name of a third-year student 
68. Noun 
69. Plural noun 
70. Human pastime 
71. Adjective 
72. Adjective 
73. Name of a third-year student 
74 . Abbreviation for an 
organizaton 
75. Name of a second-year 
student 
76. Abbreviation used in number 
74 
77. Adjective 
78. Plural noun 
79. arne of a first-year student 
80. Adjective 
81. Adjective 
82. Adjective 
83. Part of the human body 
84. Adjective 
85. Adjective 
86. Event 
87. Animate noun 
88. Adjective 
89. Adjective 
90. Noun 
The .. 1..-.. 2 .. School of .. 3 .. , situated in .. 4 .... 5 .. Virginia, is renowned for its high-
quality .. 6 ... It was established by .. 7 .. who later went on to become a famous .. 8 .. and 
achieved great repute as a .. 9 ... The school was named for .. 10 .. and .. ll . .. both of whom 
had a proclivity for .. 12 . .ing. Our founder 's inclination for .. 13 . .ing attributed to the fame 
of the school and caused it to become one of the .. 14 .... 15 .. schools in the United States. 
The school grew .. 16 .. . Atfirst, its enrollment was limited to onl .. 17 .. students a year, 
' but by .. 1S .. it had increased .. 19 .. times. nfortunately. the facilitie. uch as the .. 20 .. 
the .. 21.. , and the .. 22 . . were not designed to accomoda te the increased number of .. 23 ... 
The administration, always known for its .. 24 .. , was aware that something had to be 
done to correct the .. 25 .. condition in the school. As such . appeals for increased .. 26 .. were 
made to the Virginia .. 27 .. Assembly, known throughout the state for its .. 2S .. attitude and 
.. 29 .. cooperation when dealing with us. Final results in this area are not _ 'et determined, 
but significant progress has been made toward changing this institution from the .. 30 .. 
school it is to the .. 31.. school it will be in the future. These significant changes are 
evidenced by the .. 32 . . , the .. 33 .. , and the .. 34 .. recently approved by the . . 35 . . . 
Our administration has grown significantly from its early days when .. 36 .. was the fir t 
Dean remembered today for his reputation of having run the school with a .. 37 ... . 38 ... 
Today , Dean James P ... 39 . . , Jr., also known for his ability to administer the school with a 
. .40 . . . .41.., has been directly respon ible for much of the school's change. such a the 
increased . .42 . . enrollment, the renovation 'of . .43 .. Hall. and the quality of every . .44 . . who 
teaches here . Dean . .45 .. 's associate deans . .. 46 .. and . .47 .. , pend much of their time 
.. 48 . .ing for the students .. .49 .. is known for long and curly .. 50 .. , and .. 51.. is known for a 
style of .. 52 .. ing unsurpas ed by anyone else in the chool. 
At a recent student-administration talk . when the Dean was asked about his future 
plans for the .. 53 . . . he replied , 'Why. I have been concerned with the .. 54 .. in the .. 55 . . for a 
long time. It is a problem that no one .. 56 .. can solve alone. Although I ha\'e tried in spite 
of the lack of .. 57 .. , the .. 58 .. that presently exists in the country is re ponsible in large 
measure for the difficulty in trying to .. 59 ... But the problem is always in the back of my 
.. 60 .. , and at the .. 61.. opportunity I will take the .. 62 .. by the .. 63 .. and see to it that we get 
every .. 64 .. we deserve.' This statement got a round of rousing .. 65 .. from the assembled 
.. 66 ... 
In response to the Dean's statement. .. 67 ... President of the Student .. 68 . . Association , 
called an unexpected meeting of the Board of .. 69 ... Most board member- did not attend. 
as they were involved with their .. 70 ... but the few pre ent expressed their .. 71.. opinions . 
The Board decided that. due to the lateness of the chool vear. the solution offered bv .. 72 . . 
third-year representative .. 73 .. would be held in abeyance until the new .. 74.. officers are 
elected this \'ieek ... 75 .. , running for .. 76 . . President, stated that. if he were elected. he 
would adopt the .. 77 .. proposal for more .. 78 ..... 79 ... running for \'ice Pre iden . loudly 
objected to such a ' .. SO .. statement of .. 81.. irresponsibility ' by shouting. ' hut your .. S2 .. 
..83 .. .' 
The ultimate solution to the immensely .. S4 .. problem will be resolved in a .. S5 ... . 86 .. to 
be held in September on the second floor . Hopefully . the opinions expre sed by our .. S"I .. 
\\ill urge the .. 88 .. Governor of \ irginia toward the action that students. faculty. and 
administration deem necessary if we are to continue to exist a - the .. 89 .... 90 .. \ .... e are 
today. 
